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Abstract
A simple qualitative quark model has been proposed by 
Astbury*1** to explain the correlations of structure seen in 
the total cross sections of certain reactions, when plotted 
against centre-of-mass momentum* The model predicts structure 
in the . neutron-proton cross section at a laboratory neutron, 
energy of about 110 MeV and thus has been tested by 
measurement over a neutron energy range from 25-135 HeV.
The measurement was carried out on the Harwell 110” 
Synchrocyclotron, using the Time-of-Flight Spectrometer*2 >, 
the neutron beam being produced by deflection of the internal 
proton beam on to an internal aluminium target. The total 
cross section was derived from the ratios of transmission 
spectra produced by eicosane wax and graphite absorbers placed 
in the neutron beam. ' ' '
Owing to the systematic errors being several times the 
statistical uncertainties (about 1% at 100 BeV), only the 
relative accuracy of this measurement over the energy range 
contributes significantly to the previous knowledge of the 
cross section. No structure however, has been seen in excess 
of 2.9 ib.BeV/c area in any part of the energy range measured 
in this experiment.
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Initially, the author was involved in setting up an 
experiment to measure the differential and total cross 
sections for the reaction n*p=d+gamma at the Atomic Energy 
Research Establishment {A.E.R.E.) 110” Synchrocyclotron, in a
collaboration between A.E.R.E. and the Universities of surrey, 
Sussex and Birmingham. For this experiment, a solid hydrogen 
target was commissioned from the Rutherford Laboratory, 
Chilton Oxfordshire. However in early 1974 a decision to stop 
work on the target was taken owing to the increasing cost of 
overcoming the technical problems involved. At this point, 
after two and a half years work by the author, the 
collaboration disbanded.
At this time* the present experiment - the measurement of 
the neutron-proton total cross section was due to begin at the 
synchrocyclotron. Arrangements were made for the author to 
work on this project, initiated by Dr.J.Edgington of Queen 
Mary College, London. Therefore only this experiment is 
described here. The measurements were completed in late 1974.
The author was involved in all stages of the experiment 
and had complete responsibility for setting up the experiment, 
the data acquisition system and the . data analysis. The 
experiment was redesigned to use the Harwell time-of-flight
spectrometer*2>, the computer, the electronics and neutron 
detectors from previous neutron experiments. The results were 
subsequently analysed by the author using the Rutherford 
Laboratory’s IBM 360/195 computer.
The rest of this chapter describes the basis for this 
measurement - a simple qualitative quark model, the state of 
the experimental data prior to the experiment and points to 
the need for this measurement.
1.2 T he Qualitative Quark Model
This model, due to Astbury*111 is an attempt to explain 
the correlations of structure or enhancements, seen in various 
precision total cross section measurements. He observed that 
when the total cross sections of the reactions ^- p ,  K^-p, 
p— p, n-p and p-p are plotted against centre of mass momentum 
(p*), some of the observed structures appear to line up (see 
Figs. 1 and 2 from Astbury) . Using a simple quark model for 
hadrons, Astbury suggests that these structures are the result 
of resonances between (gg) pairs or three quarks and 
independent of the hadron state in which they are bound. 
Astbury suggests also that the varying strengths of the 
structures depend on the overlap between these two types of 
resonance. For instance, the strong structures seen in the 
X *-p and K"-p systems, are produced by the overlap in p* of 
(gg) and (ggg) resonances. Weak structures occur when only 
one of these interactions is present e.g. in p-p due to (gg) 
resonances only and in p-p and n-p due to (qgq) resonances
only.
Astbury suggests the model can be tested by low momentum 
P~P* p-p and n-p total cross section measurements. 
Enhancements in these channels would be expected at p*=.231 
GeV/c i.e. at approximately 110 MeV laboratory projectile 
energy for p-p and n-p reactions (1932 MeV centre of mass 
energy), . and would be weak. They would correspond to the 
strong N* (1236) resonance in the 31*-? total cross sections. 
No predictions are made as to the width or height of the 
structure.
1.3 The State of the Experimental Data
In 1974, Carrol et al*l0} published results of a low 
momentum measurement of the p-p total cross section which 
revealed clear structure at 1932±2 MeV centre of mass energy - 
exactly that predicted by Astbury. This result rather 
supported the need for accurate relative cross section 
measurements around this energy for the n-p reaction.
The situation for the n-p interaction was relatively 
obscure - various measurements having been performed over the 
energy range 20-150 MeV but no one experiment covering the 
whole range. Measurements of high accuracy had been published 
by Brady et al**2) at energies between 25 and 60 MeV and of 
lower accuracy by Measday et alt * > between 88 and 151 MeV. 
Unfortunately, the only results which covered the gap between 
these, are the Harwell measurements*3 >, which are lower than 
all the other measurements by several percent. Also the
highest energy of the Harwell data was 111 HeV at which point 
there appeared to be a rise in the cross section. This was not 
found by Measday whose results begin just below this point. 
Clearly, one experiment covering the whole range was needed 
both to search for any enhancement near 110 MeV neutron energy 
and possibly to resolve between the Harwell measurements and 
those of other workers. The present work, described here, was 
intended to provide this wide energy range measurement, vto a 
statistical accuracy of about U .
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CHAPTER 2 
THE HARRELL SYNCHROCYCLOTRON
2.1 Introduction
The Harwell Synchrocyclotron is a 110” frequency-modulated 
cyclotron capable of accelerating protons to an energy of 
150 MeV. These can be extracted by means of a channel or can 
be used as in this experiment, to produce neutron beams by the 
use of internal targets. Two main systems exist for producing 
neutron beams; a) the ”slow-spilln system and b) the ”time-of- 
flights system. In this experiment, the slow spill system was 
used only for a preliminary test run and the main running was
done using the time-of-flight system. A brief description of
(a) will be given and a more detailed one of (b) with their
advantages and disadvantages mentioned.
2.2 The Slow-Spill System
The accelerating field of the cyclotron oscillates at 
radio frequencies and this is modulated by means of a rotating 
condenser. This condenser also provides the trigger for 
pulsing the ion source at the centre of the machine. In normal 
operation, the ion source is pulsed 800 times per second. 
Hence, each 1.25 ms, a proton bunch leaves the ion source and 
is accelerated by the RF (radio-frequency voltage on the MD ” 
electrode), increasing its radius as time goes on until the 
bunch hits a target at the edge of the machine. This target, 
usually made of tungsten, is fixed in the median plane of the
machine and has a vertical wedge shape pointing towards the 
machine centre* As the proton bunch spirals outwards from the 
centre, more and more of it is shaved off on the wedge target 
- producing a short burst of neutrons each time it Comes 
round. The RF is about 20 MHz at the target radius (it
decreases with increasing radius) and so bursts of neutrons
are produced every 50 ns. Hence, the overall time structure - 
occuring each 1.25 ms, is a "spill" - lasting some 12 
microseconds - made up of short bursts of a few nanoseconds 
each separated by 50 ns.
2.3 Disadvantages of the Slow-Spill System
If the timing flight path is long (as is desirable, to 
improve timing resolution), the occurrence of bursts every 
50 ns causes timing ambiguities. The timing is performed 
between the RF pulse and the arrival of the neutron and the 
uncertainty arises as to which burst produced the neutron. 
Hence the time is only known to modulo 50 ns, the ambiguity 
normally being resolved by other kinematical constraints. 
However there are no other such constraints in total cross 
section experiments and neutron energies can only be 
determined crudely by their range in some material. Also, the 
experimental area available for use of the slow-spill system
is rather small and hence prevented an extensive flight path
being used and placed limits on the resolution.
This system was used for a preliminary test run in which 
neutrons were detected by proton telescopes before and after
transmission through an absorber. However, it was found that 
the transmitted neutron detector subtended a large angle at 
the absorber and collected many scattered neutrons whose 
contribution was too large to ignore and difficult to 
calculate. There was insufficient room to put this detector 
further away to prevent this and so the main experiment used 
the tirae-of-flight system in a different area where these 
crucial disadvantages were not present. ^
. 2. *1 The Time-of-Flight System
When the machine is run in this mode, the acceleration of 
the proton bunch takes place in the same way as in the slow- 
spill system, but the internal machine arrangement is 
different. The median plane target is replaced by a set of 
"time-of-flight” plates. These are flat plates placed above 
and below the internal beam height and follow the curve of the 
radius at the edge of the machine - where it is desired to 
produce the neutron pulse. A frequency discriminator, detects 
when the proton bunch has reached a given radius by comparing 
the RF with a fixed frequency. This discriminator triggers a 
very sudden voltage pulse of the order of 30 kV which is 
placed on the plates while the bunch is not between them. The 
resulting electrostatic field between the plates causes a 
downward deflection during the next cycle, until the whole 
bunch hits an aluminium target placed below the median plane. 
Thus, in contrast to the slow-spill system, all the protons 
hit the target together and produce one tight neutron bunch at 
the machine for each acceleration cycle. The operation of this
system is fairly critical and it is possible to adjust the 
timing of the voltage being put on the plates relative to the 
azimuthal position of the bunch and also the HF frequency at 
which the discriminator fires. The first of these two 
adjustments prevents the bunch being split into two or more 
neutron bursts {which would bring back the 50 nsec ambiguity 
mentioned with the slow-spill system) and the second affects 
the radius at which the neutrons are produced (providing of 
course that the bunch is within the range of radii covered by 
the plates and can hit the aluminium target) - this adjustment 
being of some use to ."steerw the beam sideways. The resulting 
time structure from this system is much more conducive to 
tirae-of-flight work. When adjusted correctly, only one neutron 
burst is produced each 1.25 ms which, given a beamline of 50- 
100 m, leaves plenty of time for one burst to be over before 
the next burst begins - so there is no timing ambiguity. Two 
beamlines of lengths 50 ra and 100 m could be used with this 
system. However only the 50 m line was available for this 
experiment and this was used in all the runs with this system. 
This 50 m line has two thick walls housing collimators near to 
the machine followed by a narrow passage to the 27 m position 
where an opening permits electrical connections. In this 
experiment it was used for the absorbers. At 50 m from the 
synchrocyclotron is a much larger area, connected to the 27 ra 
station by a pipe (diameter 2 m) . Finally at the far end of 
this area is a beam dump. In the space between the first 
collimator and the machine was a beam-blocker which can be 
remotely operated. This provided a convenient way of making
adjustments to the apparatus In the beamline without needing 
to turn off the machine, so that beam conditions could be kept 
more stable.
One obvious effect of the grossly different time structure 
caused by this system, from that produced by the slow-spill 
system, is to reduce the available duty cycle of the machine 
quite dramatically. In this arrangement, the great majority of 
the neutrons were past the 50 m point after approximately 
500 ns, hence the active time is only 500 ns in each 1.25 ms 
giving a duty cycle of 0.04%. This has some advantages and 
causes some problems. One advantage is that it would be 
possible to tolerate quite a high random noise rate for there 
was so little time to "see" any of this. Only time-correlated 
noise, having a very specific time structure will contribute 
to the data. The disadvantage of the very small duty cycle is 
that it is not possible to completely process one event within 
500 ns and be ready to accept another and even if processing 
were extremely fast, there would still be some time during 
which the system is ”deadM and unable to accept events. The 
way this dead-time effect gives rise to preferential selection 
of data and the methods of correction for it are described in 
section 6.3. 8ore detailed information on the Harwell time-of- 
flight spectrometer is given in reference 2.
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CHAPTER 3 
EXPERIMENTAL LAYOUT
3•1 Introduction
In this chapter, a general description of the proposed 
method of measuring the total cross section using the time-of- 
flight system Is followed by a general description of the 
beamline. This is followed by detailed sections on the neutron 
beam production, the monitoring of the beam flux before and 
after the target, the neutron energy determination by time^of- 
flight and the target materials and their preparation. In the 
latter sections, the reasons for the various arrangements are 
given.
Since the counters used in this experiment have been used 
in previous experiments on the synchrocyclotron, only a brief 
description is given in this chapter and reference is made to 
the original documentation< * 3 >.
3.2 The Proposed Method
In guantum mechanics, the total cross section is defined 
as the probability of interaction of a given projectile with a 
given scattering centre. Experimentally, it is usually 
impracticable to detect all the particles of the interactions. 
There is difficulty in covering all the solid angle with 
detectors suitable for counting all the reaction products. A 
much simpler method is to perform the inverse experiment and
'■ — 10 “  /
measure the number of projectile particles transmitted through 
an absorber. The latter method was adopted and detectors were 
designed to monitor the neutron beam flux before and after an 
absorber. Collimators were positioned so that only particles 
in the beam were detected (excluding any scattered particles) . 
A neutron beam with a continuous energy spectrum is used; the 
energies of particular neutrons being determined by measuring 
their time-of-flight. This technique naturally produces data 
which should show up any variations of the cross section with 
energy. In order to obtain good resolution using the time-of- 
flight technique, it is essential to have a long flight path. 
Fortunately this is eonsistant with having ”good geometry” 
i.e. a small solid angle subtended by the transmitted neutron 
detector at the absorber. Scattered particles will then have 
a very low probability of being detected.
Working with neutrons has a crucial advantage for relative 
energy measurements not present for charged particles. A wide 
energy spectrum can be used, neutron energies being determined 
by using the time-of-flight technique because of the low cross 
section of interaction of neutrons with matter. Thus for a 
neutron burst, it is not always the highest energy neutrons 
(which arrive at the transmitted neutron detector first), - 
which are always detected. It can be a slower neutron but this 
would not be the case for charged particles.
3.3 General Description of Layout
This is shown in figure 3.1. The neutrons are produced 
from an aluminium target inside the vacuum tank of the machine
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and a beam is selected by collimation in the walls surrounding 
the machine room. Hence the neutrons which eventually make up 
the "beam” begin in the aluminium and first pass through the 
vacuum tank wall {1.25 cm of aluminium) and then through the 
two 1 cm x 1 cm collimators each 1.53 m long and separated by
4.4 m in the machine room walls. The monitor system of
counters to detect neutrons before the target {see section
• ' . \.
3.5) was placed after these collimators. At a distance of
26.19 m from the neutron generating target, the absorber
targets were placed on a remotely operated traversing table
(see section 3.8) . This traversing table also supported two
beam scanning counters for measuring the beam size at this
position. The beam then passed through the beam pipe
connecting the 27 m station and the 50 m station where at 48 a
from the neutron generating target the final passing
collimator (of aperture 7-62 cm x 7.62 cm) was placed. This
defined the acceptance of the neutron detector which followed
it. The neutron detector (see section 3.6) was at about 50 m
from the machine target (it was moved between the two data
taking runs) and was followed by the beam dump which was some
10 m behind it.
3.4 Neutron Beams and Collimation
Neutron beams produced by bombarding a target with protons 
are inevitably divergent and so tight collimation of the beam 
near the machine is essential to limit the beam size further 
down the line. This has two advantages. The: first is that far 
less absorber material is required to completely cover the
7 . -  13 -  ,
beam at the absorber position (approximately half way down the 
line) and the second is that it enables the beam to be kept 
away from material near the line (e.g. the beam pipe) which 
can cause scattering back into the detector and be erroneously 
counted as direct beam. An alternative to tight collimation 
near the machine is to have subsidiary collimators further 
down the line but these can be sources of particles which 
again may be counted as real data. Charged particles can be 
avoided by veto counters but if their proportion is high, 
considerable loss of real data may occur. Clearly, it would be 
desirable to have no surfaces near to the beam particularly 
near the absorber where much scattering but of the line 
occurs, but this was impractical in the experimental area 
available. In order to reduce the proportion of scattered 
particles which would be counted as direct beam, the passing 
collimator was installed at the end of the beam pipe to define 
the acceptance of the final neutron detector. This collimator 
was the same size as the beam spot at this position, as 
measured by a beam scan. The solid angle subtended at the 
absorber by this passing collimator was very small (9.3x10~6 
sr) and hence the amount of small angle scattering counted as 
direct beam was extremely small even allowing for a divergent 
beam.
The long flight path and tight collimation both combine to 
reduce the area of the absorber which is illuminated and hence 
reduce the small angle scattering. Also, by not having the 
absorbers much bigger than the beam spot at this position, 
scattering in the absorber by the nhalon from the collimators
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is also prevented. Normally, this halo, which is mostly 
charged particles, can be removed by a sweep magnet just after 
the collimator. But no means of powering or cooling any magnet 
in the area was available. For this reason, the absorbers 
could not be sighted immediately after the beam defining 
collimators (which would have reduced small angle scattering 
even more), but were sighted at 27 m from the machine where 
there was room to use a traversing table. 1
3.5 Monitoring the Beam before the Absorbers
The purpose of this monitoring system was to produce a
number proportional to the neutron flux in order that the 
neutron count detected after the absorber be normalisable and 
that data could be combined in the analysis. The flux tended 
to vary slowly as a function of time and the monitor count was 
needed to take account of this. It was important that the
neutron flux did not vary too rapidly in time, otherwise the
complexity of performing dead-time corrections is excessive 
and requires more detailed knowledge of the flux variation.
The low cross section of interaction of neutrons with
matter (compared to charged particles) hampers neutron 
detection and so the main method of detection is to produce 
charged particles by further scattering and detect these. 
Hence, although charged particles can be detected with almost 
100% efficiency, the overall neutron detection efficiency is 
considerably reduced (see section 3.6). Detection of neutrons 
involves removing them from the beam altogether, by
scattering* It was important that the monitor system should 
not deplete the beam too much - nor should it respond to 
charged particles already in the beam. So, the monitor is 
basically a means of conversion of neutrons to charged 
particles and a stable means of detecting these charged 
particles.
The monitor system of counters (see Fig. 3.2) consisted of\
a veto counter followed by a sheet of polythene 0.5” thick, 
from which protons were scattered into a telescope consisting 
of three charged particle counters. All three counters used a 
piece of scintillator (NE102A<S>) viewed through a perspex 
light guide by a 56AVP photomultiplier tube. The veto counter 
used a very thin (0.02”) scintillator sheet and the others 
0.25" scintillators.
Three charged particle counters were used for two reasons. 
Firstly, they defined the direction of the telescope to look 
at the polythene in the beam and secondly the triple 
coincidence demanded between the three counters contributed to 
the stability of the monitor and prevented it responding to to 
stray particles which had not come from the polythene.
The stability of the system arises from the way in which 
these counters were set up (see section 5.1). By using the 
triple coincidence, the response of the system can be made 
fairly insensitive to small H.T. ("high tension"—  the voltage 
between anode and cathode on each photomultiplier tube 
controlling its gain) and discriminator level changes because 
each counter H.T is set at the upper end of the plateau curve
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(plot of count rate against H.T.). The coincidence rate is 
lower than each singles rate (because some noise was being 
counted). When each counter is set like this, it is found that 
the triple rate is independent of small H.T. changes because 
if one H.T falls, that counter simply counts less noise and 
and will not bring down the coincidence rate unless it falls 
below its own plateau. If the H.T. rises slightly, then that 
counter counts slightly more noise, but the triples1 rate 
remains unaltered. The only effect on the triples rate is due 
to accidental coincidences and this only is significant when 
very high count rates are used.
The veto counter was placed in anticoincidence with the 
triple coincidence in order to prevent charged particles 
activating the system.
In the test run, the monitor telescope was at an angle of 
about 30° to the neutron beam, but in the later runs, it was 
in the beam itself in order to increase its efficiency.
The output of the monitor system was used as a timing 
pulse and eventually produced time-of-flight spectra (see 
Chapter 4) and it was the total in this spectra which was to 
be used to normalise the results (see Chapter 6). The tirae- 
of-flight information was not vital here but was a useful way 
of automatically monitoring the beam time structure.
3.6 Detecting and Timing the Neutrons after the Absorber
The main difference between this detector system and the 
monitor was that it was more efficient and the timing
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information from it was much more important. Since the 
monitor time-of-flight spectrum was summed, it could afford to 
be less efficient. {This was necessary to prevent too much 
beam depletion and contamination.) With this detector, it did 
not matter if the beam stopped in it, and good statistical 
accuracy was needed to produce the time-of-flight information 
to determine neutron energies. As previously mentioned, this 
detector had only to detect direct beam and the passing 
collimator just before it ensured this. The detector itself 
consisted of a veto counter (identical to the charged particle 
counters in the monitor with 0.25" scintillator), followed by 
a neutron counter. This latter counter used a cylindrical 
block of scintillator (NE102ACS>) of dimensions 12.7 cm 
diameter x 15.2 cm, viewed through a perspex light guide by a 
5” fast-rise-time XP-1040 photomultiplier tube (see Fig. 3.3). 
The neutron counter signal was used in anticoincidence with 
the veto signal - to prevent the system responding to charged 
particles. This form of neutron counter has a much greater 
neutron efficiency (can be up to 20%) than the form described 
before because much more material is available for conversion 
to charged particles in the scintillator itself. (This was 
thick enough to stop 150 MeV protons.) Hence most of the 
proton path would be in the scintillator, and consequently the 
light output was much larger. This method of detection has a 
disadvantage i.e. even a monokinetic neutron beam produces a 
whole spectrum of pulse sizes at the signal output. This 
arises because the protons and other charged ions which 
actually cause scintillations are produced by neutron
■ -  19 -
reactions inside the scintillator and their energies (and 
their path lengths) are determined by the kinematics of the 
reactions.
One other reason why this detector system had to be much 
more efficient than the monitor, was because it was much 
further away from the neutron production target inside the 
machine. The neutron flux is inversely proportional to the 
square of the distance and hence moving to three times the 
distance reduces the flux by a factor of nine.
As with the monitor systems, the stability of detection 
efficiency over a long time was important and here no 
coincidence was available to help, so as with all the 
counters, a close check was kept on the H.T. on each counter 
made and a pulse height spectrum for the neutron counter 
output was maintained in the computer by the online program. 
This enabled a running check on the discriminator level to be 
made easily by observing the cut-off point in the spectrum. 
The actual gain of the neutron counter could not be checked so 
easily.
This form of detector had also the important property of 
detecting gamma rays with a reasonable efficiency, which 
provided the timing "zero” (see section 3.7).
*
3.7 Neutron Energy Determination and Resolution
The method of determining neutron energies was to measure 
their time-of-flight from the neutron production target to the 
final neutron counter system at a distance of about 50 m. The
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neutron beam is pulsed by pulsing the internal proton beam and 
a time-of-flight (TOF) spectrum is obtained with a tirae-to- 
digital converter (TDC) using a start signal from the machine 
(representing the production time of each pulse) and a stop 
signal from the neutron counter system. A burst of gamma rays 
are produced from the internal machine target at the same time 
as the neutrons and the delays in the start and stop lines 
were adjusted so that the gamma peak came at the low time-of-
flight end of the spectrum (see Fig. 3.4). Since the velocity
of gamma rays is known, the centroid of the gamma peak was
treated as a "zero" for timing purposes and the true tiie-of-
flight was calculated from the number of channels displacement 
from this zero using the calibration for the TDC (see Chapter 
5)* "
This system allowed easy determination of the neutron 
time-of-flight resolution and optimisation of machine 
conditions, because the width of the gamma peak gave the TOF 
resolution. All the gamma rays travelled at the same velocity, 
but the neutrons spread out in time as they came down the beam 
line. Since the neutron TOF spectrum could be displayed 
throughout the data taking runs by the online program, the 
machine operating conditions could be optimised using the 
shape of the gamma peak as a measure of beam quality.
Three main factors affected the neutron TOF resolution 
(and hence neutron energy): 1) the sharpness of the neutron 
pulse from the machine; 2) the length of the flight path; and 
3) the time resolution of the neutron counter.
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1) The best resolution is obtained when the neutron pulse 
is as sharp as possible but this sharpness tends to exclude 
the possibility of a large flux because it is obtained by 
spilling the beam which is not accurately in time with the 
radio-frequency oscillations (RF) on the "D” electrodes inside 
the machine. However, some of this loss can be restored by the 
use of the dummy MDn electrode which carries a negative d.c.
voltage of a few kilovolts and is situated near the ion source
at the centre of the machine. This was used to great effect in
the first run, but in the second it could not be used due to
break-down faults (see chapter 5). The beam pulse was 
sharpened by reducing the RF voltage on the "D” electrodes 
(spilling some of the beam) as had been found by previous 
users of the synchrocyclotron with the time-of-flight system.
2) The length of the flight path was the other main factor 
limiting resolution. The longer it was, the smaller the 
fractional errors in timing and the more the neutron pulse 
spread out before reaching the timing detector. Using the 
longest available beam-line, (50 m), we were able to cover an 
incident energy spread from about 1h5 HeV down to about 30 HeV 
using one channel of the TDC (which had a range of 510 ns in 
each of 4 separate channels). This range of energies was 
extended by using a second channel, down to about 20 MeV.
3) A smaller effect on resolution is caused by the 
variation in reaction time of the neutron detector itself i.e. 
the time between arrival of the particle in the scintillator 
and appearance of the output signal pulse. The form of neutron
counter used# had a large scintillator to make efficient the 
conversion to charged particles and so light produced in the 
scintillator might take some time (about 1 ns) to reach the 
photomultiplier tube after multiple reflections. This effect 
would tend to lengthen the output pulse, but not significantly 
affect its timing properties which are related to its leading 
edge.
Another effect on resolution is inherent in this form of 
counter i.e. a single neutron energy input will produce a 
whole spectrum of output pulse heights (as mentioned 
previously), flethods of reducing and avoiding this problem are 
discussed in section a.2.
3.8 Target Materials and their Preparation
The most simple hydrogen target arrangement for a 
subtraction experiment is to use a vessel filled with liquid 
hydrogen and compare it to an exactly similar evacuated 
vessel. However# an excessive length is needed to produce 
significant attenuation and an easier way of "trapping” 
sufficient hydrogen is to use a compound containing hydrogen 
and carbon "subtracting" out the carbon by running part of the 
time with just a carbon target. In this experiment two 
absorber arrangements were used - both using hydrocarbons. The 
materials used had to be as pure as possible and they had to 
be of well defined shape and known density so that the carbon 
subtraction could be accurate. The absorbers also had to be of 
sufficient size that all the beam passed through them and the
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same thickness is presented to all the bean. The lengths used 
should be designed to achieve maximum statistics in the 
available period but shortage of materials prevented this 
optimisation. However this only increased the statistical 
errors by 20-30% in the wax/carbon arrangement which was the 
main source of data. The absorbers used for the preliminary 
test runs were wax and carbon blocks obtained by 
Dr.J.Edgington from the Chemistry Department of Queen Hary 
College, London.
The wax was composed of a mixture of eicosane fractions 
and the effective ratio C:H was found to be 2.07 from micro- 
analysis and the density to be 0.835 g/cm3. The wax was 
originally in the form of cylindrical blocks but owing to 
doubt about the exact lengths of these (the end surfaces not 
being sufficiently flat to permit an accurate measurement), 
the wax was remelted and placed in a metal tray with perspex 
ends (see Fig. 3.5). Here the length was much better defined 
and more easily measured and also alignment in the beam less 
critical because the tray was wider. The graphite blocks were 
placed in an exactly similar tray and a third tray was used as 
a dummy absorber to allow for any difference in carbon area 
density between the wax and graphite absorbers. However this 
proved almost unnecessary, since the difference was only about 
0.25%. This arrangement was used for the main data-taking run.
One drawback with this arrangement, besides the shortage 
of wax, was the fact that the carbon in the two absorbers was 
distributed differently in space - that in the wax was not so
dense as that in the graphite blocks. The differing absorber 
dimensions could conceivably affect the probability of 
multiple scattering and since the difference between two 
absorbers was being measured, it was important that this was 
due only to the presence of hydrogen. The liquid target
arrangement was an attempt to circumvent the problem by
arranging that the two hydrocarbon liquids (containing 
different proportions of hydrogen) were of correct densities 
so that the area densities of carbon were the same while both 
being the same length. Thus the carbon in each would be
distributed similarly in space. Unfortunately, whilst the 
preparation of the liquids was successful, the run using them 
was not because, owing to synchrocyclotron faults, resolution 
had to be sacrificed in order to obtain any reasonable flux at 
all. These liquid absorbers were of greater attenuation than 
the wax and were designed to concentrate on a narrower energy 
range around 100 HeV.
The liquid absorbers
The liquid materials used in the final tirae-of-flight run 
needed some preparation before use, in order to match the 
carbon area density in between the absorbers whilst also 
enabling them to be of the same length. This was only achieved 
by careful selection of the hydrocarbons with appropriate 
densities and other physical properties. The two chosen were 
deca-hydra-napthalene (CloH,B) and para-xylene (CgHlo) . Both of 
these compounds occur as liquids at room temperature in more 
than one isomeric form; the deca-hydra-napthalene (called
"dekalin") has both cis and trans optical isomers and the
xylene occurs in the three forms ortho, meta, and para. The
dekalin was available as a 50/50% mixture of the cis and trans 
isomers and the xylene as a fairly well separated 98,5%
fraction of p-xylene, both from British Drug Houses {catalogue 
nos: dekalin 28007; xylene 30578). The main purpose of
preparation was not to achieve purity - the materials
• . . . \ ■ 
themselves already being adequately so, rather it was to
achieve such proportions of the isomers as to obtain a
hydrocarbon of the correct density. The xylene was used as
supplied - the contaminants being estimated to be less than
0.03% (from "Aristar" grade mixed isomer xylene
specification).
The dekalin was prepared by a process of fractional
distillation using the apparatus shown in Fig. 3.7. All the 
apparatus was made of glass using "Quickfit" joints of ground 
glass. The fractionating column was filled with glass beads to 
assist the diffusion processes by providing a large interface 
area between liquid and vapour, and it was surrounded by a 
silica wool thermal jacket. Alumina beads and stainless steel 
gauze in the boiling flask helped to maintain smooth boiling 
and the heat was provided by an electric heater controlled by 
a "Variac". A take-off valve at the top permitted an 
adjustable extraction rate of the higher fraction and - the 
slower the take-off rate the better the separation. In order 
to match the carbon area densities in the p-xylene absorber, 
we needed a mixture containing more of the cis dekalin which 
is the higher boiling point isomer (and higher density). The
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procedure adopted to perform this separation was the 
following: 1.5 1 of dekalin were placed in the boiler flask 
and distilled using a very slow take-off rate (20:1 i.e. only 
5% of the vapour which collected in the refluxing condenser, 
was removed from the system), until 75% (volume) of dekalin 
had been taken over. Then the following 20% (volume) was 
collected and the final residue was also collected. One such 
run took approximately 16 hours. In all, 30 1 of dekalin 1 were 
distilled to produce 6 1 of mostly cis dekalin, the collected 
fractions 75%-95% being redistilled together and also the 
collected residues. This final distillation could be done 
faster because of the previous considerable separation.
During the distillation runs, checks were made of the 
composition of the distillate by means of density and 
refractive index measurements using a Fabry-Perot 
refractometer. The considerable similarity in structure of the 
cis and trans isomers of dekalin made a good separation very 
difficult and methods of fractional crystallisation were also 
tried, before the above procedure was adopted.
The final densities used were 0.8998±0.00005 g.cm~3 for 
the dekalin (gram molecular weight 138.25) and 0.8650±0.00005
g.cm-3 for the p-xylene (gram molecular weight 106.17), both 
measured at 15.5° C which was the average temperature during 
the run. (The temperature of the liquids during running was 
observed to vary between 15.3° and 15.8° C).
Using these densities, it is found that the error in 
carbon matching given absorbers of the same length is 0.14%.
The liquids were placed in two identical stainless steel 
tubes about 3 a long with perspex ends (see Fig, 3.6) and also 
housing a side tube into which a thermometer fitted without 
being in the beam itself.
In both arrangements - the wax/graphite and the liquids 
the absorbers were mounted on a remotely controlled traversing 
table at about 27 m from the internal aluminium target of the 
synchrocyclotron. Using this, we were able to position the 
absorbers to 0.2 mm and change the absorbers without 
interfering with the operation of the synchrocylotron.
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CHAPTER 4
THE DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
1 Introduction
In this chapter, the details of the complete data 
acquisition system are given. First the fast electronic logic 
is described and the sequence of timing events shown. Then the 
online program is described and the ways in which it fulfilled 
the particular needs of this experiment are indicated.
4.2 Fast Electronic Logic
4.2.1 Principal Functions
The principle function of this logic was to extract timing 
information on the arrival of neutrons at the monitor and 
neutron counters. This involved discrimination against noise 
and charged particle pulses, and the detection of coincidences 
in order to pass on the signals to the timing unit (see next 
section). Also, the stability of the system was monitored by 
using scalers to check on the count rates of individual 
counters and some of the coincidences and pulse height 
information was used as a check on the neutron counter 
discriminator threshold level.
The logic system used was the "MLS" (Miniature Logic 
System*♦>) designed at the Rutherford Laboratory. This 
provides a number of modules each of which can be inserted 
into a rack with a common power supply. Modules are available
to perform the simple logical operations such as "AND" and 
'•OR” using standardised pulses and also to interface with 
signal outputs from counters (discriminators) and to drive 
scalers or interface to a computer- The system works with 
pulses as short as a few nanoseconds and hence can be used to 
make fast decisions before the computer needs to be involved.
4,2.2 The Time-to-Diqital. Converter ^
This unit was central to the whole logic system in that 
much of the other logic was simply designed to provide 
adequate inputs for this and to check on its working. It was a 
CAMAC*14* unit designed to accept MLS type inputs on each of 
its 4 registers and a common START input. Each register had 9 
bits and one overflow bit permitting a timing range on the 
longer setting of up to 510 ns (giving a count in the register 
of 0-510). The operation was as follows: a start pulse would 
begin accumulation for all registers. Further start pulses 
before 510 ns had passed were ignored by internal gating. If 
before 512 ns passed, a stop pulse was received in a 
particular channel, that register stopped accumulation then. 
Further stop pulses were rejected by internal gating unless 
preceded by a start. If no stop pulse was received in a 
particular channel, then after 512 ns, the 10th bit was set. 
Eleven microseconds after the start signal, the 4 registers 
could be read directly from the computer software - and there 
the overflow bits tested etc. The internal gating protection 
against multiple pulse inputs simplifies the input logic a 
great deal and makes the unit very convenient to use. Non­
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linearity in the first part of the range prevented the use of 
this unit for timing periods of less than 25 ns.
4.2.3 The Monitor Logic
The logic for producing a valid monitor signal is shown in 
Fig. 4.1. The output from each counter was first fed through a 
variable attenuator (not shown) and then a MLS discriminator. 
The discriminators had adjustable thresholds but in practice 
adjustment of the attenuators proved much more convenient. The 
time outputs of the discriminators from'HI, M2 and M3 formed 
the input to the AND gate together with the Mfalse,f output 
from MV the charged particle veto counter. Hence the output of 
the AND gate, which can be written M1.M2.M3.MV, only exists 
when a triple coincidence between M1, M2 and M3 has occurred 
with no event in the veto MV. This output formed the timing 
signal to channel 4 of the CAMAC TDC. The standardised output 
pulses of the discriminators were adjustable in length and 
these were made long enough to allow for the time variation in 
coincidence which would be necessary to detect protons over 
the expected energy range. However the output of M1 was as 
short as possible and delayed, so that this would determine 
the timing. Delaying the input of Ml until there was already a 
coincidence among the other inputs, causes the leading edge of 
M1 to start the output pulse. Thus the output was a short 
pulse and therefore the veto input was made long enough to be 
sure of vetoing the whole coincidence. The outputs of each 
discriminator and the AND gate were also led to scaler driver 
modules and then to scalers. The gating system for the scalers
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is explained below.
U.2.U The Neutron Counter Logic
This logic, shown in Fig. 4.2, produces timing information
and pulse height information on the arrival of neutrons in the 
50 m counters. The logic shown is that which was used during 
running but two .modifications were tried and these are 
discussed below. A mixture of MLS and Harwell 2000 series 
units was used here because of the need to preserve the
analogue information.
As before, the photomultiplier output passes through a 
variable attenuator (not shown) and the neutron counter output 
N enters an analogue fan-out unit which simply provides
multiple outputs equal to the inputs. One of these outputs was
used for the pulse height information and the other for 
timing.
The timing signal first passed another variable attenuator 
(which was used for setting the discriminator level, see
section 5*2), and a discriminator. This latter module was 
most important because any variation in threshold level would 
have caused changes in the energy dependent efficiency curves
for the neutron counter. This module is referred to as the
"neutron discriminator". The output of the neutron charged 
particle veto counter (NV) discriminator formed a "false" 
input to an AND gate, the other input being a "true" from the 
neutron discriminator. The pulse length from the NV 
discriminator had to be very long to be sure of vetoing any
neutron pulses, because of the very large dynamic range of
pulse height from the neutron counter. As previously 
mentioned, the spectrum of pulse heights, is a result of the 
kinematics of the neutron reactions in the scintillator 
leading to varying path lengths. This, coupled with the wide
range of neutron energies leads to a large dynamic range, More
important still is the fact that because of the large energy
loss for charged particles in the N counter, a real (as 
opposed to self-generated) charged particle in the beam would 
tend to give a very large pulse. With MLS discriminators , if 
the input is still present when the output has finished, 
another output pulse is generated. Consequently, multiple 
pulsing was quite common in the output of the neutron 
discriminator though this should not cause spurious multiple 
counting because of the internal gating of the TDC.
The output from the AND gate written N.NV was fed into an 
OH gate used as a digital fan-out. One output from this went 
to the CAMAC TDC and another was delayed before entering the 
TDC. These two outputs formed the inputs to channels 1 and 2 
of the TDC. The delayed input provided the gamma ray peak and 
the high energy neutrons ("the high energy spectrum”) and the 
direct output, the lower energy neutrons - the overlap was 
about 250 ns. In order to extend the range to detect lower 
energy neutrons, the fast neutrons were delayed so that slow 
and fast neutrons would arrive at the same time on entry to 
the TDC (see also Fig. h.6). Two reasons prevented this delay 
being longer and extending the lower energy detection limit:
a) a fair amount of overlap was desirable for matching
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purposes and b) the delay available was C-type cable and a 
great length of this attenuated the pulse so it did not fire 
the TDC reliably.
The pulse height analogue information was fed from the 
original analogue fanout to a Harwell 2000 series "Fast Linear 
Gate" (FIG) not via a discriminator but it accepted a trigger 
pulse from the neutron discriminator. Hence, only pulses able 
to fire the discriminator were allowed through the FLG. The 
output of the FLG was a lengthened standardised pulse whose 
height was proportional to the input pulse height. - this being 
designed for input to a Harwell "Analogue-to-Digital 
Converter" (ADC). This produced a pulse chain which was fed to 
a CA8AC ADC reader. The number of pulses in the train was 
proportional to the original pulse height. The virtue of this 
pulse height information was in the fact that during running 
one could keep a check on where the neutron discriminator 
threshold was operating.
The outputs from the discriminators on N and NV were both 
scaled. The scaler drivers provide pulses of at least 100 ns 
for driving the Harwell 2000 series scalers and this also 
provided protection against multiple counting since even 
multiple pulsing could only produce one scaler count. The 
scalers were a very useful guide to the state of a particular 
counter or coincidence.
h.2.5 The High-Low Discriminator System
This was one of the modifications to the neutron logic
mentioned earlier which was tried but not used in data-taking. 
One result of the large pulse height range from the N counter 
was some variation in time detween entry of the neutron into 
the counter and the time that the output pulse fires the 
discriminator. This is often referred to as "time-walk”. Its 
origin is explained in Fig. 4.3 where it can be seen that the 
spectrum of pulse heights will cause variations in the time to 
threshold. It can be reduced by using two discriminators 
together, either with different threshold levels or using the 
same thresholds but with an attenuator in one line and a small 
delay in the other as shown in Fig. 4.4. It can be seen that 
the larger the pulse, the sooner it will cross the threshold. 
Hence by using a high threshold on one discriminator or by 
attenuating its input, the effective trigger can be made to 
respond to larger pulses only, but the timing can be 
determined by the lower threshold discriminator which exhibits 
the smaller time variation. The discriminator outputs form the 
inputs to an AND gate, the high threshold discriminator having 
a long output pulse so that the timing is determined by 
arrival of the shorter, but delayed low discriminator output.
It was hoped that by using this arrangement, to improve 
the timing resolution and therefore the energy resolution of 
the discriminator. But unfortunately it did not achieve 
significant improvement because the main limiting factor on 
resolution was the length of the proton pulse from the 
synchrocyclotron.
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4.2.6 The Second Event Detection
This was another logic modification tried but not found 
very useful in practice, for reasons described later. The duty 
cycle operation of the experiment involved the system being 
active for only 510 ns each 1.25 ms {due to the time structure 
of the beam). Since processing of events i.e. reading of the
registers by the computer took far longer than 510 ns (10
\
microseconds were needed for the TDC to fill its registers), 
we were restricted to an absolute maximum rate of 800 events 
per second in each register of the TDC and in order to keep 
dead-time effects down to an acceptable level, a much lower 
rate was desirable. Hence this immediately set a minimum 
total running time in order to collect adequate statistics, 
over the whole experiment. However, one of the TDC channels 
was unused (the others being for low energy neutrons, high 
energy neutrons and the monitors) and this was used to detect 
a second neutron should it occur within the 510 ns period. The 
logic to perform this is shown in Fig. 4.5. Assuming no 
machine trigger had been received in the previous 100 ns (i.e. 
it was at least 100 ns after the trigger), a normal valid 
neutron event will pass through the AND gate (1) and fire the 
following discriminator whose output pulse was lengthened to 
last for 510 ns (long enough to cover the whole active period 
of the TDC). Then, if a second event occured, this long 
discriminator pulse would still be present when the event 
pulse appeared at AND (2) from the digital fan-out - thus 
causing a second event pulse to the remaining TDC channel. The 
inhibiting line into AND (1) lasting 100 ns after a valid
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trigger (produced by DISC(1)), prevented a neutron after a
gamma ray being counted as a ’’second event’1. It only permitted
this circuit to act after all the gamma rays had past the
counter. In principle, the spectrum produced from this channel
could simply be added (allowing for time-of-flight shifts) to 
the normal direct neutron spectrum. However, in spite of this 
circuit, there was of course a certain period after the first 
neutron before the 510 ns pulse from DISC (2) was there and 
during this the system was dead. This dead-time was determined 
by the calibration procedure and turned out to be 100 ns 
rather too large a proportion of the total active time. Had 
the circuit been able to act faster, a higher beam rate might 
have been possible.
4.2.7 Gating Logic for Scalers and Computer Trigger
This logic is also shown in Fig. 4.5 and it can be seen 
that unless a computer inhibit signal was present indicating 
that the computer was busy or that the software was in the 
"stopped” mode, the computer was triggered to read the CAHAC 
registers every machine cycle (each 1.25 ms) whether there was 
an event or not. This had advantages, perhaps the most marked 
being that the computer had information about every machine 
cycle and hence could keep an accurate record of dead-time. 
This relieved the necessity of keeping the scalers accurately 
count-by-count in step with the computer and this, as it 
turned out, would have been impossible for reasons mentioned 
below. The scalers were left free running except for gating 
from the computer inhibit because precise gating for 510 ns
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every 1.25 ms would have needed extra MLS modules in the 
timing lines. These had been kept as simple as possible 
because each module introduces some time-jitter due to 
variation in propagation time. One unexpected reason for not 
being able to keep computer and scalers accurately together 
was problems with the computer hardware causing "crashes” 
(failures) of the operating system. Rhen this happened, the 
program stopped accumulating data but left the CAMAC "enabled” 
and so the scalers continued counting. As explained later, 
some elaborate programming was necessary to prevent serious 
loss of data due to crashes of the system.
The mechanism of computer trigger worked as follows: the
frequency discriminator of the synchrocyclotron produced a 
Harwell 2000 series timing pulse which was cabled to the local 
control room for the experiment. This pulse had a fixed time 
relationship with the hitting of the internal target by the 
protons. Since this signal arrived some microseconds early 
relative to the signals from the counters, it was necessary to 
introduce a considerable delay. This had to be a passive 
delay since active delays tended to introduce time-jitter. The 
signal was then converted to 50 ohms impedance (originally 100 
ohms since it had come from Harwell 2000 series modules) and 
after another level change, it formed one input (the Af 
signal) to the AND (3) gate.
The computer software returned a level to one module of 
the CAMAC to signify that an automonous transfer of data could 
not be initiated. If this level was present, any interrupts to
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initiate a transfer of data from CAMAC to computer, were 
ignored. When absent, an interrupt would cause the software to 
read the CAMAC registers (see section 4.4). This "computer 
inhibit" signal was fed to a control box which inhibited all 
the scalers together and the complement of it became the other 
input to the AND (3) referred to above. One output of this AND 
gate led directly to the START input of the TDC. Another went 
through a long delay before it entered the CAMAC Interrupt 
Reguest Register to provide the computer trigger. This delay 
was active because exact timing of interrupting the computer 
was unnecessary, provided that the TDC and ADC had both 
completed their functions.
Although the scalers were inhibited when the software 
signalled an inhibit, detailed gating each beam burst would 
have been very difficult because the Harwell scalers use 
pulses of 100 ns minimum length which is a significant 
proportion of the duty cycle time. Allowing the scalers to run 
freely gave a better indication of the state of counters and 
discriminators.
4.3 Relative Timing of Signals
The relative timing of signals in real time, is shown in 
Fig. 4.6. This diagram shows the order of events at the 
synchrocyclotron internal target, the neutron counter and at 
the inputs to the TDC. There was a delay of some 700 ns 
between arrival of neutrons at the neutron detector and 
arrival of signals in the control room. An extra delay of
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300 ns was inserted in the START and high energy spectrum 
inputs, so that lower energy neutrons could be detected in 
another TDC channel, while still using a common start pulse.
■4• 4 DPP-516 Computer and Software
■4.4.1 Main Requirements
The main requirements of the software can be stated fairly 
simply as follows:
a) high speed data-taking fro® the CAMAC interface to the 
electronics;
b) output of this data on magnetic tape in the form of 
spectra;
c) a live display of the data in the form of histograms 
and output on a lineprinter;
d) all the above controllable by the user with a certain 
degree of protection against hardware and software 
malfunctions and errors.
It may be argued that the data for this experiment could 
have been adequately taken on a kicksorter had such a device 
been available. Though the basic requirements of data-taking 
could have been provided by a kicksorter, it would have 
considerably restricted the flexibility of the experiment, and 
particularly the extent to which the data could have been 
checked during the data-taking process. Also the output would 
have been on punched tape, a form which can be unreliable and
for which we had no convenient analysis facilities. Since a 
Honeywell DDP-516 computer with attached CAMAC crates and 
real-time operating system OLERT II was available, full use 
was made of this to provide not only the essentials of data-
taking but also to facilitate online checking of data and to
provide an output on magnetic tape with a view to performing 
the analysis on the Rutherford Laboratory*s IBM 360/195 
computer. i
First the facilities provided by the OLERT II operating 
system are described and then the software used which was 
particular to this experiment. Although some software already 
existed which could have been used, it was not designed for 
this experiment and was correspondingly ill-suited to 
providing the necessary facilities, noteably the high rate of 
data input handing and the form of output on magnetic tape. 
Therefore a completely new set of programs was written
specifically for this experiment.
-4.4.2 Facilities of the OLERT II Operating System
The OLERT II system was part of the Direct Access Multi- 
User Synchrocyclotron Computer system*7* (DAMUSC) which was 
developed for the needs of experiments using the
synchrocyclotron, particularly those requiring the use of 
CAMAC. Most useful amongst its facilities was the availibility 
of Honeywell Real-Time FORTRAN*8 * which was used for all the 
program preparation. From this language', the CAMAC modules 
could be simply and efficiently addressed as though they were
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normal peripheral devices - such as magnetic tape decks. A 
high rate of data processing could be performed by using the 
non-seguential operation in which one set of events was being 
read in while another was being processed. The built-in 
priority system ensured that this process was not interrupted 
unnecessarily. The system was able to react to interrupt 
signals from CAMAC and from teletypes to allow user control, 
and it performed all the input/output operations - greatly 
relieving the programming developement necessary f o r a  given 
experiment. since this system also permitted multi-user 
operation, it was important to keep the amount of program 
which was permanently core resident as small as possible and 
considerable use was made of the overlay facilities of the 
system to do this.
4.4.3 The High-speed Data-Takinq System
The section of program which performed the high-speed 
autonomous input of CAMAC was part of the permanently resident 
ROOT program.,This SOOT program also contained the data areas 
(the 5 spectra) , the two input buffers and various flags and 
counters connected with the current state of the program and 
the position of the magnetic tape. Because of the necessity of 
always being ready for an interrupt signal from the CAMAC 
(originating from the frequency discriminator of the 
cyclotron), the ROOT program was run at the highest priority. 
Thus no other program in the computer was allowed to interrupt 
the data-taking process except the command program. The high 
rate of data input was achieved by using two buffers each of
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60 events. The sequence of events during normal operation is 
shown in Fig. 4.7. First the autonomous input for buffer A 
was started. This meant that until the buffer was full, each 
trigger from the cyclotron frequency discriminator, would 
cause the system to read the CAMAC registers and store the 
information in the buffers, without interrupting the computer. 
When the buffer was full, the computer was interrupted and it 
then started the autonomous input into buffer B and meanwhile 
began kicksorting the data in buffer A, just collected. When 
buffer B was full, the cycle was repeated, kicksorting buffer 
B while filling buffer A. The loop contained some controlling 
variables (not shown in the diagram) for entering and leaving 
the loop correctly. It can be seen that this process is very 
efficient for collecting data and was found in practice to 
work well provided the time taken to change buffers was small 
compared to the time to fill them (because the system is 
effectively dead while doing this) and provided a buffer could 
be processed in a shorter time than that needed to fill it. 
Some careful program writing was necessary to ensure the 
latter and the use of time, filling and processing buffers, is 
shown in Fig- 4.8. The time during which a buffer was still 
being filled, but after the other buffer had been processed, 
was used by the computer to run lower priority programs such 
as the display.
On response to each trigger from the synchrocyclotron (the 
"Af" signal) , a small hard-wired program in a diode-pin plug 
board, operated on the modules of the CAMAC crate. This was 
used first, to clear the register causing the interrupt (to
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enable another interrupt to be detected) and then to read and 
clear the 4 TDC registers and the ADC reader for the neutron 
pulse height spectrum. Thus six 16-bit words were read in for 
each event. A count was maintained of the totals in each of 
the five spectra and most important, of the number of triggers 
because this enabled dead-time corrections on the time-of-
flight spectra to be made. The overflow bits were tested and
\
the events only kicksorted if the bits were not set. Because 
16-bit words only permit a maximum positive count of 32767, 
each channel was tested for overflow each time a count was 
placed in it. Depending on the program mode of operation, 
various options were taken if overflow was about to occur. In 
the test mode, the data-taking was stopped and the message 
”SPECTRA FULL” appeared on the teletype and in the automatic 
mode, the spectra were all written to tape, then cleared and 
the data-taking restarted. Channel 1 of each spectra and the 
totals had extra precision and therefore overflow was 
permitted, though it would have made the program unacceptably 
large and slow to have done this for all channels.
It can be seen that simply because of the 16-bit words, it 
was necessary to break up the data into separate records on 
the tape. However, this was highly desirable anyway, in order 
to check on drifts in the electronics.
4.4.4 Output on Magnetic Tape
This was designed with a view to ensuring that all the 
essential information went on the tape and also comments about
the current state of the experiment. This relieved the 
necessity of keeping scalers count-by-count in step with the 
computer and allowed extra checking between data and run-book 
comments. Each file on the tape contained a header and several 
data records. The header contained standard information (e.g. 
date, cycle number, tape and filenumber) as well as room for 
extented comment. Each data record contained a short comment, 
the five spectra contents and the totals in each. It was 
usually the result of 15 to 20 minutes data-taking with one 
absorber. The last version of the program also contained (as
part of the comment) a flag to say which absorber was used -
the information being available since the program controlled 
the target changing (see section 4.4.9). The earlier version 
depended on the user of the program to insert this 
information.
The correct writing of the tape was essential to 
recovering the data, since errors could prevent it being read 
on the IBM 360/195. To assist tape positioning (if necessary 
while data-taking) and also to ensure some protection against 
errors, the data was deliberately split into several files 
so that an error in one file would not prevent the rest of the 
data on the tape being used. Each file usually contained one 
target cycle, some files also containing some data from the
dummy absorber. Each tape writing operation was checked by the
online program, the user being informed of any errors on the 
teletype and counters were maintained automatically to ensure 
the correct order of writing the tape. Failure of the tape 
deck hardware was also checked. Before attempting to read the
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data tapes on the IBM 360/195, they were copied by a separate 
offline program which checked the format allowing corrections 
to be made and also preserved the original tapes from 
accidental loss.
The online program also included a tape manipulating 
program (not core resident) which could position the tape at 
any point and check the positioning by reading the header and 
this was used to write the headers at the beginning of each 
file. It could only be used when not data-taking automatically 
(to prevent conflicting demands on the tape) and was run at 
low priority.
s,
4.4.5 The Display Program
This program operated a live cathode-ray tube display by 
output to a CAMAC display driver module. It also read a set of 
16 switches which were used for setting the display y-scale 
and the spectra number to be displayed. Other switches 
controlled other parts of the main program. This live display 
permitted each of the five spectra and its to total, to be 
displayed while data-taking. Arrangements were also made for 
displaying the last recorded spectra. This allowed a check on 
any changes in spectra shape to be made, by operating a single 
switch. It also greatly facilitated the phasing adjustment of 
the synchrocyclotron, which was most important since it 
affected the width and shape of the gamma peak. Using the 
display, it was easy to see the effect of a given adjustment. 
Also, displaying the totals in each spectra, gave an 
indication of the rates in each spectra.
4.4.6 The Output Program
From time to time# it was desirable to have a hard copy of 
a given record and for this purpose, an output program for 
lineprinter or teletype was written. Using this, the totals 
of all spectra and a simple print out of the channel contents 
of all the spectra could be obtained. Also, any selected 
channel range of any spectra could be printed on the 
lineprinter in the form of a histogram with an approximate 
rough energy calibration if given the gamma peak position. 
This latter form of output was particularly useful when 
setting up the neutron discriminator level using sources and 
when calibrating the time-of-flight scale (see section 6.6). 
This program was not core resident - only being brought into 
core when needed.
4.4.7 The Command Program
Together with some of the display switches, this program 
controlled all actions of the whole online program. It was not 
core resident - only being brought in when the '‘call” button 
on the teletype was pressed. It checked the validity of all 
commands and if no errors were detected, caused the desired 
action to be taken. Error messages were produced for illegal 
commands e.g. trying to clear the data while data-taking. It 
was run at a lower priority than the main data-taking route 
program and hence could be used for certain functions during 
data-taking without interrupting it. For instance, one 
command gave information about the state of the experiment
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which target was in, how long it had been used, how much had 
been written on magnetic tape etc.
4.4.8 Protection of the Data from System Failure
An unexpected problem with the computer and its OLERT 
operating system was failure ("crashing") of the operating 
system during data-taking. The effect of this was that the 
program immediately stopped and all the data in the core store 
and all the counters for magnetic tape positioning etc. were 
lost. The CAMAC modules were left enabled (they were inhibited
when data-taking was stopped under program control) and thus
the scalers were left running and the only indication that 
anything was wrong was that the display was no longer being 
driven. This was the main problem which prevented the scalers 
being kept in step with the computer. Crashes were due to
certain CAMAC hardware errors on other crates in the system or 
occasionally by faults in the system software or core store 
problems.
This problem was circumvented to some extent by using the 
disc which was part of the OLERT system. This was already 
being used to record the last tape record for ease of
comparison with the current data. The method eventually 
adopted was to write to the disc each minute, all the data 
area, the magnetic tape counters and current target settings 
etc. Arrangements were made to reload all this information 
into the core store automatically when the program was 
reloaded. Thus in general, a system crash would not cause the
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loss of much more than one minute's data-taking, because after 
reloading the operating system and the online program, the 
data was restored from the most recent backup on disc. This 
system had many advantages - not just that of preventing much 
loss of data. Restarting the program after a crash was a 
simple matter because the current state of the program was 
"remembered” - in particular, the position of the magnetic 
tape and the type of record last written these being 
essential to the correct writing of the tape, Hhen any part of 
the online program changed any of the current settings, the 
disc was updated accordingly.
Because the operating system permitted more than one user 
to run programs at the same time and certain functions of 
program preparation required the whole computer (such as 
compilation), it was necessary to take out the online program 
occasionally and even to release the tape drive. However, 
this presented no problems since the tape manipulating program 
could reposition the tape to restart data-taking.
One other feature of the disc proved useful. If a failure 
of writing to tape occurred during automatic running, the 
error was reported on the teletype, but data-taking continued 
because the data had gone on the disc. If the fault was not 
corrected by the next write to tape, the data-taking was 
stopped and the user informed on the teletype. Once the tape 
problem was rectified, the situation was easily recoverable by 
the use of special commands.
An alarm was eventually provided to inhibit the scalers
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and ring a bell if the operating system failed during data- 
taking. This made use of a special CAKAC module - a preset 
scaler. Once enabled, this module would count down its
register at a rate of 1000 Hz until zero was reached at which
point it would generate a level which would inhibit the
scalers and ring a bell. One part of the display program
enabled this module during initiation and on each cycle of the 
display (about once per second), set the register to 2000. 
Hence, if the display program failed to reset the register 
within a second, the alarm sounded. Normal operation gave the 
display program plenty of time to reset the register, hence 
this served as a useful alarm system.
One switch of the display program controlled a rate 
checker. At a preset time interval, a check was made to see 
how much data had been collected in low and high energy 
spectra between this and the previous check. If it was outside 
a preset range, a message appeared on the teletype and the 
teletype bell was rung. This was a useful check on the 
operation of the synchrocyclotron. If left to itself, the beam 
rate would tend to increase gradually as the ion source 
filament aged. By using this rate checker, it was possible to 
prevent the dead-time becoming too large and also to detect 
some malfunctions of the synchrocyclotron. One of these was 
caused by a fault in the "RF on” frequency synthesiser which 
prevented the acceleration cycle operating and the Af signal 
coming through. A more serious problem occurred with the H.T. 
generator which produced the deflector voltage pulse, via a 
thyrotron valve and had a fairly limited operating lifetime.
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When this failed, the only observable result was that the beam 
died away but this was quickly detected by the rate checker. 
Failure to detect this would have led to erroneous dead-time 
corrections. The main H.T supply, which also occasionally 
tripped off, had its own alarm bell system.
4.4.9 The Target Changer Program
\.
As previously explained, two different sets of absorbers - 
wax/graphite/dummy and dekalin/xylene - were used in two 
different runs. The latter hydrocarbon targets were mounted
vertically above one another so that vertical movement of the 
traversing table brought them into the beam. In order to
facilitate target changing frequently, and to perform it at 
accurately chosen times to obtain the best statistics, this 
operation was controlled by the online program, with the 
hydrocarbon absorbers.
The main hardware changes to allow this involved switching 
the traversing table motor by means of a sequence of relays,
the first of which would be operated by the normal CAMAC
control levels {the motor itself needing mains voltage). The
extent of the movement of the table was controlled by two
raicroswitches, which were accurate to within 0.3 mm. The
normal operating control for the table incorporated a counting 
register for each direction of movement which could display 
the position to the nearest millimetre. The relays were wired 
in parallel with the normal switches'so that the registers 
still counted and the target positions could be checked.
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The simplified flow diagram for the target changer is 
shown in Fig. 4.9. First the levels from the microswitches 
were tested to see if a change of target was required - if not 
a message was printed to indicate which target was in the 
beam. If a change was required, the CANAC generated a level 
appropriate to moving the table away from the microswitch and 
a wait of 10 s was put in to ensure that the table was free of 
the original microswitch (the whole change took about 2 
minutes). After this, a timer operating once each second, 
tested another register to see if the other microswitch had 
been set. If it was set, the module was cleared, the timer 
stopped and a message printed. The microswitch level stopped 
the drive mechanism by reseting the CAHAC module. However, 
sometimes, this module proved difficult to reset, and a watch 
had to be kept on the target positions.
This target changer program could be requested from the 
command program for alignment and testing (not during data- 
taking) and was automatically requested during the automatic 
mode of running. The automatic mode ensured that the ratio of 
the number of beam bursts done with each absorber attained a 
preset value designed to give optimum statistics. 
Calculations were based on the cross section at 100 HeV since 
this was the region of interest. The number of buffer 
exchanges (groups of 120 events) done with each absorber was 
set by a command in the main program. Values were chosen so as 
not to lose too much beam time due to .target changing. In 
practice, 20 minutes were used with the xylene and 32 minutes 
with dekalin - the latter having more hydrogen.
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This target changer program was run at the highest
priority (same as that for data-taking) to prevent any data
being taken while the targets were being moved. Only when the 
message had been printed to say that the new target had been 
put in the beam, was the data-taking restarted. Just previous 
to each target change in the automatic mode, the spectra were
all written to tape and cleared, and when the new target was
in, the flag in the’ data area was set to indicate this, v
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CHAPTER 5
RUNNING PROCEDURE
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the setting up of the apparatus for each 
of the two data-taking runs is described. First the systems 
for monitoring the beam before and after the absorber,1 the 
bearaline alignment and the data-taking procedure itself are 
described with any checks which were performed during a run. 
Lastly, the calibration of the time-of-flight scale is 
described.
5.2 Setting u p  the Monitor System
The counters to be put in coincidence were arranged in a 
telescope viewing a lump of polythene which was actually in 
the beam as shown in Fig. 3.2. First, a nplateau curve” (a 
plot of count rate against H.T.), was made for HI on its own 
and the H.T. was then set at the very rough plateau obtained. 
Then it was put in coincidence with M2 and the plateau for 
M1.M2 adjusting M2 voltage obtained. This produced a better 
voltage at which to set M2, because the plateau is much more 
obvious. The voltage on fi1 is adjusted again at this stage 
keeping M2 at its new value, since H1 was only roughly set 
before. Then the process is repeated with M3 using the triple 
coincidence M1»M2.M3, keeping M1 and M2 constant.
The veto counter was set up in a similar way by inserting
it temporarily into the telescope and putting it in
coincidence with the other counters. Plateau curves are shown 
in Fig. 5.1. The relative timing of the signals in the
coincidences was set using the known delays between the
counters and the control room and the lengths of the 
discriminator output pulses took into account the "movement” 
of the coincidence due to the varying proton energies (as
mentioned in section 4.2.3). ^
5.3 Setting the Neutron Counter Discriminator Levels
This was easily accomplished, using the amplitude spectrum
in the computer, by triggering it with a signal from the ADC.
As previously explained, the neutron logic involved 
attenuators in the signal input to the discriminator and the
output of this gated the amplitude spectrum - thus
demonstrating the effect of the level on the incoming
spectrum. In practice, the H.T. and actual discriminator
levels were not changed, but the attenuator used instead.
First a spectrum was obtained using a source of Thorium228 
with the intention of setting the level at the Thorium edge, 
the attenuation being competely switched out (i.e. very low 
effective discriminator level). After this, a source of 
Americium/Berylium was used (as a white "source") to observe 
the effect of various attenuations until one was found which 
cut off at the desired level. Using one of the switches
controlling the computer display, it was easy to compare the 
attenuated Americium/Berylium source with the Thorium.
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It is pointed out that the most important aspect of this 
effective discriminator level, was that it should remain 
constant during the data-taking and the purpose of the 
amplitude spectrum during running was to check on this. 
Providing the level was high enough to reject noise, it was 
not important where it was. Adjusting the level did have one 
other useful effect - it changed the relative efficiency of 
gamma and neutron detection. A very large efficiency for gamma 
rays, would have been a nuisance, because it would have ”dead- 
timed" out too many neutrons i.e. since they always appeared 
first, they would prevent neutrons being detected. Too small 
an efficiency for gamma rays, would have provided too few for 
an adequate timing calibration.
5.4 Beam Scanning and Alignment Checking
The arrangement of counters for performing beam scans 
consisted of two counters with very thin scintillators 
parallel to the beam, one arranged vertically, the other 
horizontally. By moving the traversing table remotely, the 
counters could be moved through the beam and the count rates 
at various positions plotted. This was done at the absorber 
station (27 ra from the production target), in order to 
position the absorbers. The scans are shown in Fig. 5.2, and 
they were checked at the beginning of each run. The absorbers 
were placed to cover the beam spot completely and the beam was 
of the predicted size to just pass through the collimator in 
the 50 m area. Beam scanning was much more difficult in the 
50 m area because there was no traversing table, but a rough
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scan was performed by hand as a check.
Adjustment of various machine parameters permitted a very 
limited amount of sideways "steering” of the beam. The 
frequency discriminator adjustment allowed the deflector 
plates to be operated at slightly different stages in the 
acceleration cycle, when the proton burst was at different 
radii in the cyclotron. This, affected the radial position at 
which the protons hit the internal aluminium target and so 
moved the source of the neutrons slightly sideways. The 
vertical deflection caused by the plates could be adjusted by 
changing the voltage applied to them, but this produced very 
little effect. Both of these parameters were used in the early 
stages of setting up, to optimise the flux of neutrons through 
the first collimators and then they were left set. A 
frequency meter was used to check on the frequency at which 
the deflector plates were fired (within the acceleration 
cycle) and a digital voltmeter was used for the deflector 
voltage.
It was most important to be sure that only beam which had 
passed through the absorbers, could get into the neutron 
detector. This was checked to some extent in the las.t run 
(which used hydrocarbon targets in steel tubes), by replacing 
one absorber by an iron bar of identical dimensions to those 
of the target tube. Data was taken in the normal way for 
15 min and the results recorded. During this time, only 13 
counts were observed in the region of the spectrum where 
neutrons and gamma rays normally appeared (compared to nearly
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10000 with the normal target), indicating that the alignment 
was good. Thus this showed that direct team could not be seen 
by the neutron detector without having passed through the 
absorbers, but it could not prove that multiple scattering 
back into the beam did not occur, since the iron would tend to' 
absorb neutrons whereas the hydrocarbons would scatter them,
5.5 Data-Takinq Procedure ^
The two runs, one with wax/graphite absorbers and the
other with liquid hydrocarbon absorbers, were performed in May 
and August 197U, The first run was over 4 days and the second 
over 9 days, not all of which could be used because of 
problems with the synchrocyclotron.
At the beginning of each run, the alignment and placing of 
counters was first done using a theodolite looking up the 
beamline. This was a simple, but fairly time consuming 
operation. Then using the beam, the frequency discriminator 
was adjusted to optimise the beam flux reaching the neutron 
detector in the 50 m area. This was then left set during the 
whole run. The deflector voltage was optimised in the same way 
and also left set. Beam scans were then performed in the 27 a 
station using the traversing table and by hand in the 50 a 
station. On the basis of the beam scans, the collimation 
nearest the machine could be adjusted if needed. The position
of the beam spot at 27 m was checked against a theodolite and
the absorbers were placed to cover the beam spot. The 
distances required to move the various absorbers into the beam
were then determined. In the first run, the positions were 
noted down to be done -manually, and in the later run, the 
microswitching arm was set appropriately. The target postions 
could be checked while running and the computer allowed target 
changing for alignment checking.
Having fully aligned all components of the system, and 
with the targets in place, the phasing of the deflector
firing, relative to the RF phase was adjusted to produce the
narrowest, single gamma peak. This adjustment needed to be 
made occasionally during running too, using the test mode of 
the program. The gamma peak could be observed on the display 
screen while adjustment was made - the display program 
normally being left running so that the resolution could be 
checked. *
In the first run, the procedure adopted was to run for one 
hour with each of the wax and graphite absorbers, breaking up 
the data into records of 15 min each (performed by the 
automatic timer in the online program) and occasionally to 
take some data with the dummy absorber. The complete cycle 
would produce one file on the tape. Much less dummy running 
was needed since the carbon mismatch was very small and with
no target, the rate was higher. In this run approximately
equal times were used with each absorber which was changed 
each hour. Recording spectra as opposed to individual events, 
was felt to be a good compromise between the needs of fast 
data-taking (writing each event to tape would have made this 
out of the question) and permitting some drift checking.
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In the last run, where the liquid hydrocarbon absorbers 
were used, the target changing was controlled by the program 
and was performed more often (20 min with xylene and 32 with 
dekalin). This was felt to be reasonably often without 
spending too much time changing the targets. During running, 
a close check was kept on the target positions, to ensure the 
liquid absorber tubes were properly in the beam. This was 
easily done by reading the registers on the traversing table 
controller. A temperature check was also made with the liquid 
targets. Thermometers mounted in the side-tubes (so that they 
were out of the beam), were checked from time to time. Only a 
small variation was observed (15.3° - 15.5° C).
In both runs, it was necessary to check on the counter 
H.T. levels, and this was done using a digital voltmeter. The 
counters were left on for many hours before running in order 
to achieve a stable operating temperature.
In the last run particularly, some trouble with the 
synchrocyclotron and its time-of-flight system was
encountered. One problem was the high beam flux needed,
causing the ion source filaments to break sooner than was 
normal and this meant that on average, at least one hour*in 2h 
was spent changing filaments. The water cooling of the ion 
source also leaked at one point causing many hours of delay. 
Another problem occuring near the end of the run, was the 
thyrotron valve itself needing replacement. However the most
serious problem, occurred at the start of the run, when some
damage was done to the "D” electrode and particularly the
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"dummy D" inside the machine vacuum tank. The dummy D normally
retains a small DC voltage and this greatly assists the
focusing of the protons from the ion source so that they can 
be accelerated. The method of improving the resolution (the 
sharpness of the neutron pulse), was to run with a low RF 
voltage {11 kV) and a relatively high dummy D voltage (5 kV). 
But due to the damage, the dummy D would not hold a volage 
higher than 1 kV and in order to obtain any reasonable flux
from the machine, it was necessary to set the RF at 20 kV -
thus sacrificing resolution. This was the main problem with 
the data from the last run the resulting resolution being 
significantly worse than the earlier data.
Only one fault occurred with the logic in either of the 
two runs and this was near the end of the first run. The base 
of the first monitor counter {141) developed a fault causing 
the base signal level to rise to a large DC level instead of 
zero. This caused the discriminator to fail and the 
corresponding scaler stopped counting. Because the monitor 
system is unique, data taken afterwards could not be used 
directly with earlier data, for the replaced counter had a 
different efficiency.
Each data record on tape contained a certain amount of 
"redundant information" which could be checked later for 
consistancy. This was later found to be invaluable, for by 
checking this, it was possible to eliminate faulty records 
before analysis. These were usually caused by computer faults 
or misuse of the online program. The comments in each record
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also helped in this elimination particularly when the 
information had not been recorded in the run book.
5-6 Calibration of the Time-of-Flight Scale
The time-of-flight spectra measured the difference in time 
between the START and STOP pulses entering the TDC. 
Calibration was performed by inserting known delays between a 
START and STOP signal provided by a pulse generator. The 
general circuit is shown in Fig. 5.3. Using the test mode of 
the online program, a series of sharp spikes (each covering 
one or two channels) were produced and were recorded on 
magnetic tape in the same way as the neutron data. By delaying 
the STOP pulse, it was possible to calibrate the low energy 
neutron spectrum in the same way and to match together the low 
and high energy spectra.
Using a double peak (i.e. following the first pulse after 
an adjustable interval by a second), the dead time of the 
second event detection could be determined.
The delays used to perform this were C-type signal cables. 
The time delay of each of these was determined using an 
oscillator (see Fig. 5.4) inserting them one by one into the 
circuit and counting the number of cycles executed in a given 
time with a scaler. Care was taken here to check the cables in 
combination and it was found that although a single delay 
could be found to a high degree of accuracy, the additive 
accuracy was much less (i.e. when two or more cables were put 
together, the sum of the delays did not so accurately give the
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delay of the joined cable). However, in spite of this, the 
calibration accuracy was significantly better then the 
resolution of the experiment and was not the limiting factor 
in the energy uncertainty. The linearity of the TDC was also 
checked using the calibration data (see section 6.6).
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CHAPTER.6 
THE DATA ANALYSIS
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the analysis of the wax/graphite run is 
presented in detail. As mentioned before, even though some 
considerable effort went into preparation of the hydrocarbon 
absorber run, the data taken was of relatively poor resolution 
owing to machine problems and so will not be considered.
First, the basics of the total cross section calculation 
are given and the necessary symbols introduced and the method 
of performing the dead-time corrections is shown. The problems 
with rate effects in the monitor system are mentioned and how 
they were circumvented. In section 6.5, the systematic errors 
are considered and the method of combining the data in order 
to estimate the statistical and systematic errors is 
explained. The method of deriving the time-of-flight for a 
particular channel (and hence its energy) is then explained. 
Finally, the other possible sources of error are considered.
6.2 C alculation of the Total Cross Section
The data collected over the period of 4-5 days consisted 
of 23 cycles, each made up of a period of 1 h running with the 
graphite absorber followed immediately by 1 h with the wax. In 
some cycles, a period of running with* the dummy target was 
included - these being intersperced through the whole data-
taking period. Also, as previously mentioned, the cycles were 
recorded in separate records by the computer (15 min each). So 
most tape files contained 4 or 5 records of graphite running 
and 4 or 5 of wax.
At this point, the symbols which will be used later in 
this chapter are introduced. Referring to the schematic
beamline in Fig. 6.1, j refers to the jth cycle of the run and
v
i to the ith channel of the time-of-flight spectra. (N.B. 
since the monitor produced essentially one number for each 
absorber in a cycle, the quantities measured before the 
absorber do not depend on i, and those after do, because the 
neutron detector system produced spectra.) Thus for cycle j, 
the monitor count was Hj and the time-of-flight spectra 
denoted by Nj (i). The actual number of neutrons which entered 
the absorber was Ij and that leaving, Oj (i). The efficiencies 
of the monitor and neutron systems were defined to relate the 
real and observed counts:
Hj = fjlj and Nj (i) = fj (i) .0j ...1
The counts of neutrons entering and leaving the absorbers 
are related by the cross section (C denotes the graphite 
absorber and CH the wax):
BAX: 0jH (i) = IjH exp- (Xh+Xc) ...2
GRAPHITE: Of (i) = Ij exp- (Xc) ...3
Here the carbon area density in the two absorbers is 
assumed the same (i.e. Xc is used in both equations) since
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this was true to 1 part in 400.
Xc = A c^i) te Xh = A ^ i U h
12.011 1.0079
where A is Avagadro*s number (0.60221x1024/mole), are
the respective total cross sections of carbon and hydrogen as 
a function of channel number i and tc and tK are the effective 
area densities in g/cm2 of carbon (in both absorbers) and of 
hydrogen in the way. The divisors of the above expressions are 
the atomic weights of carbon and hydrogen.
The exact description of how equations 2 and 3 were
combined to eliminate Xc and obtain Xh and hence <f{i) is
described in section 6.5 where the systematic errors are 
considered.
6.3 Dead-Time Corrections
Since each channel of the time-to-digital converter could 
accept only one event per beam burst, this caused some 
selection of data owing to the preference given to earlier 
events. Thus with the neutron spectra, the higher energy 
channels (and gamma peak) are enhanced at the expense of the 
lower energy channels. This effect is termed "dead-time” since 
the system is "dead" to subsequent events once the first has 
been accepted. However, this effect can be corrected 
accurately, provided there is a record of the total number of 
beam bursts for the spectrum and this was maintained by the 
computer for each spectra recorded.
The correction is derived as follows : Consider a typical
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time-of-flight specrum e.g. Fig. 6.2 and then take channel i. 
The observed probability of an event is the natural 
probability {i.e. its probability before being modified by the 
dead-time effects), multiplied by the probability of not 
having an earlier event in channels 1 to i-1. Thus channel 1 
is completely free of dead-time effects and these increase 
over the spectrum with i, up to a maximum at the right-hand
side (i=256 in Fig. 6 . 2) . If the number of beam bursts B,
which occurred during the taking of the spectra, is known, the 
observed probability of a particular channel can be calculated 
as the height of that channel divided by B i.e. 
P(i) = N(i)/B. So if the real probability is denoted by B(i) :
c-l
P(i) = H(i) ( 1 - Z > ( 3 )  )
. j"
and B(i) = P(i)/(1 - Z  P (j)) = N (i)/(B - X  8 (3))
Thus it was a simple matter to correct each spectra from
right to left using this formula. The effect of the correction
increases at high data rates and clearly is very large in the 
last channel when the data rate approaches one event per beam 
burst. In the data collected here, the largest data rate apart 
from the dummy cycles, occurred with the carbon cycles and was 
1 event in 25 beam bursts, in the high energy TOF spectra. 
(The rate in the low energy spectra was smaller.) This gave a 
correction of only U% to the last channel. Since the-data was 
in the form of spectra records each with a beam burst count, 
each record was corrected separately and then combined in the 
analysis. This had the advantage of allowing more finely, for
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rate variations, since records spanned up to 15 min, whereas 
the total time spent with a particular absorber in a cycle 
might exceed 1 hour and the beam intensity could easily vary 
over this period.
6.4 Rate Effects
At the end of each data-taking cycle or change of 
absorbers, the scaler readings were recorded for all the 
singles counters and their coincidences and also the number of 
beam bursts. Thus it was possible to plot the ratio of a given 
singles counter to the coincidence of the monitor, against the 
number of monitors per burst (i.e. effectively the rate at 
which the data was taken). Such a plot for carbon is shown in 
Fig. 6.3 and the wax plot is similar. A marked rate dependence 
of the coincidence is seen. This can be understood when the 
formula for random coincidences is examined. This rate is 
proportional to:
(M1.H2)M3 * (M1.M3) M2 + (M2.M3) M1 + M1.M2.M3
in which Mi represents the rate in counter i, and (Hi.Hj) 
is the genuine coincidence rate in Mi and Mj. Thus, the first 
term is the rate of random coincidences between M3 and the 
genuine coincidences in only M1 and M2. Since all the 
counters were in line, The chances are small of a genuine 
coincidence in M1 and M3 but not in M2 - so the second term 
will be small. However, this is not the.case for the other 
terms. The monitor time-of-flight spectrum showed that most of 
the events occurred within the space of 200 ns within each
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beam burst and this increases the effective (instantaneous) 
rates of the singles counters. So the total rate of the 
coincidence is no longer linear but contains significant 
second order terms - thus causing the rate dependence.
It was found, by using the singles rates of the monitor 
counters, or a linear combination of them, that the rate 
dependence seemed to be mostly removed as Fig. 6.4 shows (the 
corresponding plot to Fig. 6.3). Also, it was found that the 
observable dependence was relatively insensitive to exactly 
what linear combination was chosen. That plotted in Fig. 6.4 
was the best found - 0.9091xMV and 0.30 30x each of M1, M2 and 
M3 - the numbers being chosen so as not to artificially 
increase the statistics and to give more weight to the veto 
counter whose rate was lower.
The monitor information from the coincidence system (which 
was recorded on the tape) was therefore ignored and instead of 
considering the data in records, the spectra (after being 
dead-time corrected) were added together within cycles - so 
that the monitor count from the scalers could be used with 
them. Since scaler readings were taken only at the end of a 
cycle and at an absorber change, the individual records had to 
be combined in order to be normalised.
One problem with this procedure was the fact that the 
computer problems during data-taking often caused the computer 
to crash leaving the scalers running - so the beam bursts 
count from the scalers was in general higher than that 
recorded by the computer. However the relative discrepancy was
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small so that the scaler counts could be reasonably taken as 
representative of the conditions when the computer was 
running. So the scaler monitor was scaled by the ratio of beam 
bursts computer:scaler, before associating it with a 
particular cycle.
6.5 Systematic Variations
A convenient way of checking for systematic variations was 
to examine the spread of the total in the neutron spectrum 
(low or high energy) divided by the monitor count for a 
particlular absorber. This quantity should be constant between 
runs within statistics, since it was simply a function of the 
attenuation of a particular absorber. However, it was found 
that this quantity for both graphite and wax absorbers varied 
with a spread some 10 times that expected from statistics, 
this occuring even with the singles monitor. When plotted 
against time, the values exhibit an approximate diurnal 
variation ranging from a peak between 0200 and 0 400 to a 
minimum between 1400 and 1600. The plot for the wax cycles, 
shows a very similar sort of variation with time - well 
outside statistics. The exact cause of this is not known, but 
a strong possibility was temperature variations in the control 
room affecting discriminator threshold levels. No means of 
controlling the temperature was available (all the electronics 
were housed there) and even though a close check was kept on 
H.T.s on the counters and on the neutron discriminator level, 
the same check could not be kept on monitor thresholds. Since 
the beam line was underground, the temperature variation there
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would be smaller than that in the control room it was only
±0.3°C at 27 m compared to 10-15°C). However, the temperature 
variation at 50 m was not measured and could have been worse 
than that at 27 m and this may have affected the neutron 
counter efficiency.
These systematic variations (systematic in so far as they
are independent of the statistical uncertainties) can be
' \ 
considered as variations in the monitor and neutron counter
efficiencies fw and f10 (i) . With the knowledge that the counter
efficiencies varied significantly, during the data run,
equations 2 and 3 can be combined in the best way. Summing the
data of each absorber over all cycles j, we obtain:
WAX: 5;.oJh (i) = ]>If  exp- (Xc+Xh)
J J ' ■ ■ ■
GRAPHITE: 2 ° j H (i) = ^ I j  exp- (Xc)
J J
and by similar summations, we can define average 
efficiencies for each absorber by:
<fm> = . SIIj .<£’■ («>.=, X°j {i)
J J J (I
which can be substituted into the above to give:
= exp- (Xc+Xh)<fWC ^
- Z N l i i L  = 1 exp- (Xc)
<f (i) > <f’"c>
Since the summed terms are all known, it can be seen that 
these equations can be combined provided*that:
<f"CH (i) >/<f"c (i) > = <f"'CH >/<f mC>
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J2:N"Ljii 
< f ^ H (i) >
which in turn is true if:
<f >‘CH(i) > = <fhC (i) > and <f mCH > = <f ^  >
These reguire the average efficiency of the monitor and 
neutron counter systems separately, to be unaffected by which 
absorber was in the beam line. Clearly, these assumptions are
reasonable - particularly for the monitor system which could
■ . . " ■ ■ \ 
only be influenced by the absorber by back-scattering
processes and it was placed some 10 m up the beamline to
prevent this. The neutron counter could conceivably be
affected through the differing count rate caused by the two
absorbers but this rate difference was far too small to begin
to cause effects such as base-line restoration problems with
one absorber but not the other.
Given these assumptions, the data can be analysed using:
Xh (i) = In f »CH . lljjJL 
|nch (i) nc
in which the j dependance has been removed by performing 
the summations. Thus, this expression forms the basis of the 
analysis of this experiment and was used for both high and low 
energy spectra. (The results are presented in chapter 7 after 
the time of flight calibration has been considered). The 
statistical uncertainties are given by:
dXh(i) = M .  * _1 ____+ _1 + 1
aCH Ncfr{i) n c Nc (if
Estimating the error in the above assumptions about 
average counter efficiencies requires further analysis. If the
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assumption is made that the equality is not exact, but that 
the efficiency of a given cycle can be treated as a 
statistical variable, it is possible to estimate the 
uncertainty arising from the variation in efficiencies* 
Substituting the efficiency definitions (for a single cycle) 
into equations 2 and 3, we obtain for cycle j:
= Ml" exp-(Xc+Xh)
f *Cit g* \ ji mOi \j w  rj
Nj fl) = nT exp- (Xc)
f]c (i) fjr
These can be combined to eliminate Xc if we assume:
in C H * « • ^   ^ . « t~-'JhCH Cf j (x) = fj (x) and fj = fj
These require the efficiency of each counter system not to 
vary significantly during one target cycle* Again, this is a 
reasonable assumption if the efficiency did not vary too fast, 
but this must be approximate since the efficiency did vary 
between cycles and almost certainly did so during cycles. In 
contrast to this, the other assumption about average 
efficiences over a whole run, could in principle, be exact. By 
making the second assumption, the effect of varying efficiency 
can be seen because effectively the whole experiment is 
repeated every cycle. However performing the analysis this way 
has the draw-back that only cycles in which the carbon data 
was adjacent in time to the wax data can be used. So data 
cycles had to be omitted in which either there was an 
intervening dummy absorber run, or where either the graphite 
or wax data could not be used (e.g. if information was
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incorrectly recorded or omitted). The cross section from cycle 
j is given by:
XhJ(I) = In
CH C
-Hi • Hilil
»jH tt) MJ
The final value Xh (i) was calculated as the mean of the 
XhJ(i) from each cycle, weighted according to the statistical 
uncertainties on each cycle given by:
dXhJ{i) = _\ * ____i____+ i t ____ i__
flf Nj" (i) M| Nj (i)
The mean value of Xh (i) was slightly lower from this 
method than from the other because less data was available and 
so the efficiency variations did not average out so well, 
However, the error in the mean {external error), again 
weighted by the statistical uncertainties on each cycle, gave 
a (possibly pessimistic) estimate of the systematic 
uncertainties due to the efficiency variations. The difference 
between the internal and external errors here, indicated that 
the efficiency variations caused much larger uncertainties 
than the pure statistical errors.
Other uncertainties such as target lengths and densities 
contributed very little compared to the statistical 
uncertainties, as mentioned in chapter 7.
The magnitude of the systematic variations throughout the 
data run was unexpected and it had been hoped to combine the 
data taken with carbon and dummy absorbers in order to 
calculate the carbon total cross section as a check. However,
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relatively little dummy running was done ~ too little to 
average out the efficiency variations.
It is pointed out that if the temperature variations are 
the cause of the systematic variations, then the cross section 
will tend to vary together across the range and hence the 
relative accuracy of the points across the energy range, may 
well approach the statistical uncertainties. ,
6.6 Energy Calibration and Besolution
From the oscillator cycle times, {see section 5.5), it was 
a simple matter to calculate the cable delays used in the 
time-of-flight calibration. The peak positions in the high and 
low energy spectra corresponding to the various cable delays, 
were found by taking the weighted sum of the two or three 
channels in each peak. Thus, the peak positions (channel 
number) could be plotted against delay in ns, choosing an 
arbitary zero for the latter. Each set of data (one for each 
of the high and low energy spectra) were fitted by a straight 
line using the computer program FATAL*9 * and its gradient gave 
the calibration for each spectra in ns per channel. The low 
energy spectrum was found to be 2.027±0.5% ns/channel and the 
high 2.061±0.4% ns/channel. Provided the first 12 channels of 
each register of the TDC were avoided (as mentioned in the 
module specification*6>} , the non-linearity of each TOF scale 
was found to be well within the uncertainties quoted above.
The overlap between the high and low energy spectra was 
found by considering lines which occurred in both spectra (see
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Fig, 6.5), From the channel positions of one of these lines, 
in each spectra (C1 and C2), and their separate calibrations, 
the position of the gamma peak (N) can be found in terms of 
the channel width of the low energy channels from:
IZER0.CAL2 + CAL1. (N+C1) = C2.CAL2
where CAL1 and CAL2 are the calibrations in ns/channel for 
low and high energy spectra. v
The time-of-flight resolution was found by examining the 
gamma peak in the summed spectra (of either carbon or wax - 
both giving the same result). The centroid of the gamma peak 
was taken as the timing zero and the resolution taken as the 
number of channels both sides of the top which included 2/3 of 
the area (respresenting one standard deviation). This 
resolution was ±2 channels in the high energy spectrum i.e. 
±5 HeV at 100 MeV and ±0.7 MeT at 30 He7,
As is customary in the presentation of time-of-flight 
data, no counts were moved between channels in the energy 
calibration procedure. First the time-of-flight, laboratory 
neutron energy, total centre-of-mass energy and centre-of-mass 
momentum were all calculated for each individual channel. (The 
time-of-flight is known from the velocity of light, the 
beamline dimensions and the displacement in the spectra.) The 
total cross section and its statistical uncertainty is also 
calculated for each individual channel using equation 4 of 
section 6.5. The time scale is then effectively relabelled for 
each energy scale in groups of 4 channels (representing the
C ounts
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resolution), by taking the weighted mean of the individual 
scale values on each channel, weighting them with the cross 
section error on each channel. This procedure gave a truer 
picture of the actual energies, particularly in regions where 
the cross section error changed fast with channel number 
(because the original spectra had a large slope in that 
region) .
6.7 Backgrounds and Other Sources of Error
In a tirae-of-flight experiment like this, a background may 
be considered as either the detection of a neutron at a time 
inappropriate to its energy or the detection of a gamma ray at 
a time inappropriate to the time of production and the length 
of the beamline.
The time structure of the beam tends to exclude 
backgrounds which are random in time such as cosmic rays, from 
radioactive material near the beamline and electronic noise in 
the counters. The very small duty cycle of 0.04% would have 
permitted toleration of much higher random rates than were 
observed because so little of this would have been "seen".
Time correlated processes would have been the main sources 
of backgrounds. However it is pointed out that the important 
quantity is the difference between the targets rather than an 
effect observed with one target or the other. The main sources 
of time-correlated backgrounds are considered here. The main 
reducing factor in these processes was the very small solid 
angle subtended by the neutron detector (10~s sr).
Multiple scattering occuring in the absorbers could have 
raised the transmitted beam intensity thus decreasing the 
observed cross section - more so at lower energies where the 
cross section is higher. However, taking pessimistic estimates 
of the differential scattering cross sections for carbon and 
hydrogen, the effect on the cross section is less than 0.05% 
at 25 MeV and is reduced by an order of magnitude at 110 MeV. 
One other effect helps here - neutrons degraded in energy by 
multiple scattering, will add to TOP channels corresponding to 
a lower energy than their original energy. This reduces the 
effect even more because here the cross section is higher and 
the relative error, smaller.
Back-scattering from the beam dump behind the neutron 
counter would again have reduced the cross section, however 
the beam dump being 10 m behind the counter reduced the solid 
angle for this down to 1.2x10-* sr.
Events which occur by interaction along the beamline, but 
still produce forward going neutrons cause a background, 
because they arrive late at the neutron counter as a result of 
having their energy degraded. Since the beam pipe between the 
27 m station and the final collimator was invisible to the 
neutron detector (because the collimator defined its 
acceptance to prevent this), the main sources of this 
background were the first collimators and the final 
collimator. However the solid angle for detection of events in 
the first collimator was 4x10“ 6 sr and this was considered 
neglible. The final collimator could have been a source, but
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the timing error as a result of degraded neutrons would have 
been very small and less than the timing uncertainties. Also, 
since this was a passing collimator {as confirmed by a beam 
scan) very little beam touched it.
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CHAPTER 7
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
7.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the results of this experiment are first 
presented in tabular and graphical form together with their 
uncertainties. Then these results are compared with earlier 
measurements of the n-p total cross section and comment is 
made upon the observed disparities. In the following section, 
conclusions are drawn as to the evidence for structure in the 
energy dependence of the cross section and the final section 
concludes the chapter with criticism of this experiment,
together with suggestions for improvements.
7.2 Presentation of the Results
Figure 7.1 shows a table of the complete results for the 
hydrogen total cross section with its statistical and 
systematic uncertainties and with the energy scale calibrated 
in laboratory neutron energy, total centre-of-mass energy 
(i.e. including rest mass) and centre-of-mass momentum. For 
this purpose, the low and high energy spectra have been
combined, the high energy spectra being used in the overlap 
region to avoid the non-linear part of the TDC. The
uncertainties in energy are half the distance to adjacent 
points e.g. the point at 98.90 HeV (laboratory neutron
energy) is ±2.36 HeV.
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r :---------------------------------------------- :---»
| LAB. 1 CENTRE f CENTRE \ TOTAL 1 STAT. | ST'AT. |SYST. I
| NEUTRON |OF MASS | OF MASS | CROSS | ERROR | ERROR- | ERROR 1
| ENERGY I ENERGY f MOMENTUM! SECTION | | | I
| MeV | MeV \ MeV/c | mb 1 mb | % | % 1
\-- :-— +- — I ------- 4— ----— 4-— — ---- — 4-----I
| 26.41 | 1891.00 | 111.3 J 358.8 | 5.8 } 1.6 i 2.8 |
| 27.03 I 1891.31 J 112.6 | 337. 1 I 5.5. | 1.6 | 3.5 |
| 27.66 | 1891.62 | 113.9 | 334.6 | 5.2 | 1.6 | 4.1 {
I 28.32 1 1891.95 { 115.3 J 304.8 | 4.9 | 1.6 | 3.9 I
I 29.01 | 1892.29 J 116.7 J 289.1 | 4.6 I 1.6 j 3.3 \
| 29.72 | 1892.64 | 118.1 l 268.6 | 4.3 f 1.6 | 3.2 |
| 30.45 J 1893.01 | 119.5 | 280.5 | 4.1 I 1.5 f 3.6 J
| 31.20 \ 1893.38 | 121.0 I 262.7 | 3,9 | 1.5 | 2.7 |
| 32.00 J 1893.78 | 122.5 | 269.1 \ 3.7 | 1.4 | 2.9 |
i 32.83 1 1894.18 | 124.1 f 253.8 | 3.5 J 1.4 j 2.9 J
| 33.68 | 1894.61 I 125.7 J 248.2 | 3.4 | 1.4 J 3.8 \
| 34.60 J 1895.06 \ 127.4 \ 232.7 | 3.4 | 1.5 | 4.4 |
| 35.54 i 1895.53 | 129.1 J 232.6 \ 3.3 } 1.4 | 3.6 |
| 36.53 | 1896.02 j 130.9 f 225.0 | 3.1 | 1.4 I 5.1 |
| 37.56 I 1896.53 I 132.7 | 230.4 | 3.0 | 1.3 | 3.9 |
| 38.63 J 1897.05 I 134.6 | 213.7 | 2.9 | 1.3 1 4 . 1  \
I 39.74 I 1897.61 J 136.5 | 203.8 | 2.7 I 1.3 \ 3.3 |
j 40.91 | 1898.18 1 138.5 | 194.2 \ 2.6 J 1.3 | 3.3 f
| 42.14 | 1898.79 | 140.6 | 192.1 | 2.4 J 1.2 I 4.4 |
| 43.41 | 1899.42 | 142.7 J 180.4 | 2.3 J 1.3 | 4.5 \
| 44.75 f 1900.08 J 144.9 f 181.8 | 2.2 | 1.2 | 5.0 |
1 46.16 I 1900.78 j 147.2 | 167.7 \ 2.0 | 1.2 | 5.1 |
j 47.64 j 1901.50 | 149.5 f 161.0 | 1.9 \ 1.2 | 4.0 |
I 49.18 | 1902.27 | 151.9 | 153.5 | 1.8 \ 1-2 | 5.1 I
| 50.80 j 1903.07 | 154.4 | 146.9 | 1.7 I 1.2 | 2.9 ]
\ 52.52 | 1903.91 | 157.0 f 142.4 | 1.6 { 1.1 i 4.7 f
} 54.32 I 1904.80 | 159.6 J 136.7 J 1.5 | 1.1 I 4.7 1
J 56.22 f 1905.73 \ 162.4 | 133.5 J 1.4 | 1.1 | 4.7 J
| 58.22 J 1906.72 J 165.3 | 126.0 | 1.4 | 1.1 | 4.3 I
| 60.33 i 1907.76 | 168.2 | 119.9 | 1.3 | 1.1 | 5.9 J
I 62.57 | 1908.86 } 171.3 | 115.3 J 1.2 \ 1.1 | 4.9 |
J 64.94 | 1910.02 | 174.5 f 107.1 J 1.2 J 1.1 I 4.9 J
T 67.45 | 1911.26 | 177.9 | 105.2 I 1.1 j 1.1 } 5.2 |
| 70. 10 | 1912.56 { 181.3 1 102.7 f 1.0 | 1.0 | 3.5 |
| 72.93 J 1913.95 ! 185.0 | 93.76 j 1.0 | 1.1 f 5.6 |
| 75.95 | 1915.43 I 188.8 | 88.57 I .95 | 1.1 | 6.3 J
f 79.17 | 1917.00 | 192.7 J 89.18 I .90 | 1.0 \ 7.0 |
| 82.58 | 1918.67 | 196.8 | 85.41 | .86 } 1.0 J 6.0 |
1 8 6 . 2 5  | 1920.46 | 201.1 | 79.26 | .82 | 1.0 | 8.6 I
| 90.17 | 1922.38 { 205.7 | 74.89 | .79 I 1.0 | 6.2 I
| 94.37 I 1924.43 I 210.4 | 74.66 | .75 | 1.0 | 9.2 |
| 98.90 1 1926.64 | 215.4 | 69.76 | .72 | 1.0 | 10. |
| 103.8 J 1929.01 J 220.6 | 66.54 I .71 | 1.1 | 11. |
| 109.0 I 1931.57 | 226.2 j 61.24 f .69 I 1.1 | 13- |
| 114.7 J 1934.33 | 232.0 \ 59.91 | .69 | 1.1 \ 13. \
\ 120.9 | 1937.32 \ 238.1 | 56.51 I- .70 | 1.2 | 15. |
| 127.5 | 1940.51 | 244.6 | 53.95 I .76 f 1.4 | 13. \
i__________   ;------------------------ - ---------;— ;— :------- ;— —J
■ Fig. 7.1 
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Figure 7.2 shows the plot of the total cross section with 
its statistical uncertainty, against laboratory neutron 
energy.
7.3 C omparison with Earlier Results
Figure 7.3 shows the combined plot of the data from 
Brady<12> (25-60 MeV), Bowen<3 > (16-111 MeV) and Measday(1> 
(88-151 MeV) together with the results from this experiment. 
It can be seen that across the whole range, the results of 
this experiment fall below the other data and the differences 
are outside the statistical errors. The systematic errors 
already discussed almost certainly account for the 
discrepancy. However,' the results of this experiment closely 
follow those of earlier work and this gives credance to the 
idea that this is a good relative measurement which could be 
useful in revealing structure over the energy range 25-135 MeV 
(laboratory neutron energy), the region covered by this 
experiment.
7.4 Conclusions Regarding Structure in the Total Cross
Section
In figures 7.2, 7.4 and 7.5, the total cross section is 
plotted out with statistical errors against laboratory neutron 
energy, total centre-of-mass energy and centre-of-mass 
momentum. If the present work is taken as a good relative 
measurement, then it can be seen that there is no obvious 
statistically significant structure over the energy range 25-
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135 MeV. As was mentioned in chapter 1, the predicted 
structures in both n-p and p-p at 100 MeV would be weak 
because they are due to (qqg) and (gg) interactions 
respectively and there is no possibility of overlap, since 
only one structure is present in each channel. The observed 
structure in p-p-tio> was nevertheless fairly clear - being 
centred at 1932±2 MeV (centre-of-mass energy), having a width 
of 9 MeV and a cross section of 18 mb. The (gg) interaction 
might well be expected to show this type of “resonance like” 
behaviour, whereas the (ggg) may well be less obvious. Of the 
systems discussed by Astbury in his paper* 11 \, only the K+-p 
channel (besides n-p) exhibits the (ggg) not overlapped by 
(gg) - the non-overlap being assumed as the explanation for 
the weakness of the structure there. This K+-p (ggg) 
interaction is less than 0.5 lb at 1.02 GeV/c. However, if the 
n-p structure were only of this size, then it could not be 
seen by this experiment. In order to exceed 2 standard 
deviations, structure would have to be at least 1.2 mb x 2.8 
MeV/c (centre-of-mass momentum) in area.
Thus the situation regarding structure at 100 MeV in the 
neutron-proton total cross section is not clear - however any 
structure within the range 25-135 MeV would be less than 
2.9 mb.MeV laboratory neutron energy.
-.7.5 Criticisms of this Experiment
The main drawback with the results of this experiment is 
the size of the systematic errors. This prevents definite
-  103 -
conclusions being made with regard to the discrepancy between 
the Harwell results*35 and those of other workers because 
there is insufficient absolute information. It also, to some 
extent, calls into question the relative accuracy of the 
measurements.
In the rest of this section, a review is made of the whole 
experiment in order to suggest improvements.
Rate Effects
Given the length of the beamline, it is not possible to 
avoid the time structure of the beam, seen by the monitor 
system. However, the individual rates in each counter could be 
reduced by moving them out of the beam into a telscope viewing 
a piece of polythene in the beam, with a veto counter in front 
of it. In principle, a coincidence monitor is more stable 
against changes in H.T. but care must be taken to ensure that 
the accidental rate is very low. It is undoubtedly safest if 
both the singles and coincidence rates are recorded, and any 
rate effects are tested for, by varying the beam rate - though 
this is not easy on the synchrocyclotron since the beam tends 
to be unstable.
The A bsorbers
As mentioned in an earlier chapter, the liquid absorbers 
have some advantages over the graphite/wax combination. Their 
densities are easily and accurately determined and they are of
-  104 ■ .
distribution of carbon. However, if both absorbers are 
hydrocarbons, it is not possible to check part of the data 
against the carbon cross section (which is well known). Also, 
absorbers in solid form can be suspended in the beam with very 
little material, whereas liquids require a vessel which must 
be long and narrow to prevent too much liquid being needed.
Absorbers of varying length could be used to check that
\ .
this has no effect on the total cross section. Varying the 
attenuation, changes the intensity scattered and may affect 
the transmitted count rate if shielding were ineffective. 
Unfortunately, much beam time is needed to properly test the 
effects of varying absorber lengths.
Systematic Variations
Clearly, from the results of this work, it is necessary 
both to reduce these to a minimum and to be able to check on 
their extent. A temperature-controlled control room would help 
to prevent electronic drifts and similarly in the areas 
housing the detectors (since temperature can affect the gain 
of photomultiplier tubes). More important than this is to 
change absorbers much more often since the shorter the cycle, 
the less time there is for any variation, whatever the cause. 
The time for a cycle should be chosen so that the systematic 
variations are less than the final statistical uncertainties. 
Clearly, if temperature variation is the main source of 
systematic variations, then temperature control would reduce 
these and obviate the need for so frequent absorber changes 
and utilise the beam more efficiently.
-  105 -
Comparing the results of one cycle with another is the 
safest method of checking on, and estimating these variations, 
because effectively the whole experiment is repeated. Checking 
can be difficult if a low beam rate is used to avoid rate 
effects because the systematic trends may not show above the 
statistical spread - however the total count in the neutron 
time-of-flight spectra can be used and this checking could be
v
automatically built into the online program.
Recording Information
It would seem sensible to record rather more information 
directly into the computer than was done in this experiment 
e.g. singles rates in counters as well as coincidences. The 
visual scaler information is very useful for checking the 
running of the apparatus, but a computer is capable of 
recording more information, more accurately (i.e. without 
mistakes) than by hand and this would allow more data to be 
recovered for analysis.
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